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Editorial
T

he recently concluded financial year of 2019-20 and the first quarter of 2020-21
has proved to be a period of achievements for Indian Railways. In the 166 years’
history of Indian Railways, 2019-20 was the first year of zero passenger fatality
due to train accidents. This has been made possible through several measures
taken by the Ministry like record amount of track renewal, elimination of a huge
number of unmanned level crossings and construction of ROBs/RUBs, etc. 28
infrastructure projects (new line/doubling/gauge conversion) spanning over
1273 Km have been commissioned during the year. 1458 Kms of Doubling have
been commissioned during the year which is 4 times the annual average during
2014-19. Indian Railways have also concluded what can be called one of the
world’s largest recruitment drive to fill up more than 60 thousand vacancies in
various categories including safety and operational posts. On 10th June, 2020,
Indian Railways set an international benchmark by running double stack
containers in the electrified territory between Botad and Palanpur railway
stations of Gujarat. Despite lockdown condition, Lucknow Division of Northern
Railway, using state-of-the-art technology was able to develop WAG12B
locomotive capable of hauling 118 loaded wagons at a maximum permissible
speed of 100 kmph.

This issue also contains Central Railway’s preparation for countering monsoon
blues this season in its suburban sections, revamp in the designs of Deccan
Queen exp running between Mumbai and Pune, report on high capacity milk van
developed by RDSO, RPF’s drive against touts, special parcel trains run by
Railways and Indian Railway’s remarkable freight performance despite lockdown
condition.

The nation’s fight against the Corona pandemic is still on and Indian Railways
continues to play a significant role in this regard. At the time of writing this
editorial more than 4500 Shramik Special trains have been run to take migrant
labourers back to their respective native states. The isolation coaches prepared
by Indian Railways converting rail coaches have been put to use.

The magazine advises all its readers to be safe and alert and follow various
guidelines issued by the Government to prevent further spread of the pandemic.

Soft Upgrade of
Railway Stations
Page No. 13
Best Ever Safety Performance by
Indian Railways
Page No. 24

Indian Railways Gearing Up for Covid Pandemic
Railway Coaches - COVID Care Center
ll
ll

ll

ll
ll
ll

ll
ll

ll

ll

Whole of Government Approach
5231 Coaches converted into COVID Care
Centres
Guidance Document: “Appropriate Management
of suspect/confirmed cases of COVID-19:
Railway Coaches – Covid Care Centres” by
MOHFW (6 May)
Contains Modalities & SOPs
Coordinated Response
Team Work: Responsibilities divided between
Railways & States as per capabilities &
resources
Nodal officers nominated
These coaches can be used in areas where State
has exhausted the facilities and needs to
augment capacities for isolation of both suspect
and confirmed Covid cases.
These isolation coaches, serving as “COVID
Care Centers”, shall offer care only for cases that
have been clinically assigned as mild or very
mild cases or COVID suspect cases.
Each such isolation train/CCC must necessarily
be mapped to one or more Dedicated COVID
Health Centres and at least one Dedicated
COVID Hospital for referral purpose where the
patients can be shifted to in case their
condition starts to deteriorate.

Covid Care Coach at Shakurbasti to treat Covid victims
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Total berths : 83,696
ll Each Coach provided
with:
� 1 Paramedics & Store
ward
� 8 Isolation wards
� Two berths in each
ward
� 3 Toilets: 1 Western &
2 Indian style;
1 Bathroom
� Coaches Equipped with
Oxygen Cylinders
ll

Coach Modifications Done
ll

ll

ll

ll

ll

ll

ll

ll

ll

ll

 iddle berths removed –
M
Comfortable space for
patients
For holding IV fluid bottles,
extra bottle holders &
clamps provided
Two oxygen cylinders with
clamping arrangement
provided
For segregation of medical
waste, three different colour
coded dustbins provided
Mosquito nets provided on
windows to prevent
mosquito entry & for proper
air circulation
Bright and clean LED lights
& low noise fans
18 mobile charging points
per coach
Charging of coach batteries
at platform
For isolation of paramedic &
store cabin, plastic curtains
provided in first cabin
One of the four toilets
converted into bathroom

Fitted with
Oxygen
Cylinders

MultiColoured
Dustbin

Bathroom

Bathroom floor covered
with water proof compreg
plank with perforation for
drainage
ll Provision of Hand Shower,
bucket, mug and bathroom
stool
ll

Windows of the Isolation Coach being covered by Nets from outside
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Maintaining Temperature in Covid Care Coaches
The Non AC coaches would be a little warm in Mid
June if the windows are kept closed, and the ambient
temperature may also be around 43°C. But, once
mosquito nets are installed and the windows kept
open, the cross circulation of air is expected to
improve the temperature. It may be noted that even
this kind of temperature is expected to be temporary
phenomenon as the arrival of monsoon and rains
would bring relief. In order to beat the heat build-up
inside the coaches due to summer temperatures, a
multi-pronged strategy is being adopted, which will
provide comfort to the patients and staff.
The following steps are being tried out:ll Cover sheets (White Canat) or Suitable Material are
being placed over the isolation coaches stationed at
platforms. It is expected that this would in higher
insulation from outside heat.
ll Bubble wrap films are being applied on the
coaches, which are expected to reduce
temperatures inside coaches by 1°C.
ll Heat Reflective Paint on Roof: A trial was
conducted by Northern Railway by painting the
roof of isolation coaches with heat reflective paint.
During trial, it was found that temperature inside
the coaches can be reduced up to 2.2°C.
ll Trials are also being planned for another coating
developed in association with IIT, Mumbai. The

Equipping the roof to control temperature
inside Isolation Coaches

trial would be done on 20/6/2020 and the results
would be recorded.
ll Arrangements are also being made to paint the
roof with a heat reflecting paint or alternatively
provide a bamboo chic etc which will lower the
temperature further.
ll A trial has been done by placing portable coolers
inside the coaches. A temperature reduction of
upto 3°C was achieved using these coolers.
ll Water mist systems are also being tried out. In the
current season of dry air, it is expected that the
resulting temperature reduction would enhance
the comfort of expected patients.

Coaches Placed as per State Govt Request
ll 960

Coaches placed
ll Andhra Pradesh - 20
(Vijayawada-20)
ll Telangana - 60
(Secunderabad, Kacheguda,
Adilabad – 20 each)
ll Delhi – 503 (9 locations:
Anand Vihar – 267,
Shakurbsti – 50,
ll Safdarjung, Delhi Sarai
Rohilla, Delhi Cantt, Adarsh
Nagar, Delhi
ll Shahadra, Patel Nagar,
Tughlakabad)
ll Uttar Pradesh - 372 (23
locations including Lucknow,
Varanasi,
ll Saharanpur, Farukhabad,
Agra, Kanpur etc)
ll Madhya Pradesh – 5
(Gwalior)
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Chairman, Railway Board, Shri Vinod Kumar Yadav visiting an
Isolation Coach at Anand Vihar railway station alongwith other Railway Board Officers

Shramik Special Trains




Shramik Special Trains started from Shramik Diwas (1st May)
4,594 Shramik Specials operated till 18 June











 ree meals on Shramik Specials (1.85 crore meals & 2.12 crore packaged
F
drinking water) (till 18th June)
Current projected demand by States - 42 Trains

 ailway will run trains in 24 hours from any place to place on receiving
R
demand from States

 ailways has fully accommodated the requests received from the sending
R
States
Letter written to States on 29 May, 3 June, 9 June & 14 June









62.8 lakh passengers moved

t o indicate projected number of Shramik Special Trains with tentative
schedule for movement of residual stranded workers

Demand for total 42 trains received from originating states remains

 ailway is in position to run these 42 trains in one day (279 trains run on
R
20 May)
However, Demand from Originating States is staggered
Demand fully satisfied – no pending demand
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Shramik Special – Top Sending States
Others,
Others,823,
823,
18%
18%

Gujarat, 1033,
1033,
Gujarat,
23%
23%

Karnataka,
Karnataka,
282,
282,6%
6%
Delhi,
Delhi,257,
257,6%
6%
Maharashtra,
Maharashtra,
813, 18%
18%
813,

Tamil
TamilNadu,
Nadu,
288,
288,6%
6%
Bihar,
Bihar,294,
294,6%
6%
Uttar
Uttar Pradesh,
Pradesh,
375,
375, 8%
8%

Punjab, 429,
9%

Shramik Special – Top Receiving States
Madhya Pradesh, 129,
3%

Others, 317, 7%

West Bengal, 282,
6%
Odisha, 243, 5%

Uttar Pradesh,
1723, 37%

Jharkhand, 220,
5%

Bihar, 1680, 37%
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Soft Upgrade of Railway Stations
ll

ll

Soft upgrade of stations project started on 07.03.2018.

 ork of Soft Upgradation completed at 68 stations. Scope of
W
work:

ll

ll

ll

ll

ll

ll

ll

Facade improvement and station beautification
Platform surfacing (Home Platform)

Enhanced illumination at the stations

Improvement in Circulating area & Traffic management
Facilities for Divyangjan

Improvements in Sitting spaces, toilets & cleanliness
Lift, escalators, FOBs as per requirement

Guwahati Rly. Station

Warrangal Rly. Station

Guntakal Rly. Station

Station Building Facade

Station Building Facade

Improvement in Circulating Area

Bikaner Rly. Station

Renovation of existing VP Lounge
on Platform No. 1

Sambalpur Rly. Station

Illumination

FOB with Ramp and Escalator
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JAIPUR STATION

JAIPUR
STATION
JAIPUR
STATION
Jaipur Rly. Station

Illumination

Escalator

Escalator
Illumination
Escalator
lumination
Escalator
Illumination
Soft Upgrade
of Stations
Bapudham Rly.
Station
BAPUDHAM
STATION

Local Art

Toilet

Toilets
Toilets
Toilets

Pataliputra Rly. Station
PATALiPUTRA
STATIONVadodara Rly. Station

Station Building Facade

Station Building Facade

Soft Upgrade of Stations
Soft Upgrade of Stations

PALGHAT STATION
Palghat
LocalRly.
ArtStation

Local Art
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Local Art

TIRUCHIRAPPALI
Asansol Rly.
Station FacadeDehradun
Rly. Station
Station
Building
DEHRADUN
STATION
ASANSOL
STATION
STATION

Station Building Facade

Platform
Way
Station Building
Facade

Station Building Facade

Station Building Facade

Soft Development Programme through PPP
ll

ll

ll

To be taken up on Public Private Partnership

60 years period for Station Operations and Maintenance
60 years lease period for commercial

ll

ll

8 RFQs issues
ll

ll

99 years if residential development to be done
 walior, Nagpur, Amritsar, Sabarmati, Tirupathi, Nellore,
G
Dehradun, Puducherry

More tenders in pipeline
ll

New Delhi, CSMT, Baiyappanahalli (Bangalore), Surat, Udhna

IRSDC Invites RFP for Mixed Use Development on Land Parcel on Leasehold Rights
Basis at Anand Vihar Terminal and Bijwasan Railway Stations

I

ndian Railway Stations Development Corporation
Ltd. (IRSDC) is a Joint venture company of RLDA
and IRCON with 50:50 ownership presently.
RITES is also likely to join shortly as another
promoter with 24% equity so that RITES and IRCON
shall jointly hold 50% equity. IRSDC is at the core of
Indian Railway’s mission of transforming country’s
railway stations into world-class 24x7 hubs. These
redeveloped hubs will be called as ‘Railopolis’, as it
will attract huge investment and business
opportunities. With application of Form Based codes
developed by IRSDC, the availibility of public area in
Railopolis shall increase thus making such
redeveloped railway stations as true city centres.
IRSDC is at the forefront of developing/redeveloping
some of the key railway stations in India. With the
intent of providing world-class passenger amenities
at railway stations, IRSDC has invited Request for
Proposal (RFP) for Mixed Use Development on land
parcel on leasehold rights basis at Anand Vihar and
Bijwasan Railway Stations and also at Chandigarh
Railway Station along with some redevelopment
works.
The tenders for station development at these three
railway stations have already been awarded on EPC
mode and the work is in progress. Now, IRSDC invites
‘Bids’ from interested entities for mixed use
development of land parcels on lease hold rights basis
for up to 99 years. The Application Due Date for RFPs
of the three projects has been extended on demand
from the pospective bidders in view of prevailing

circumstatnces, by two months and can now be
submitted on or before 24th August, 2020.
The initial Pre-bid meeting for Chandigarh Railway
station was held on 7th February, 2020 and the second
Pre-Bid was held through Video Conferencing on 12th
May, 2020. The Pre-Bid Meeting of Anand Vihar and
Bijwasan project was conducted on 22nd April, 2020
through Video Conferencing. Big Developers and Fund
houses showed interest in these projects. During
these Pre-Bids and also during one-to-one
interactions, prospective bidders requested IRSDC to
extend the application due date and hence IRSDC has
decided to extend the due date.
The area of the land and BUA allowed in
Chandigarh project has been reduced to almost half
for phase 1 on request from the prospective bidders
and the rest of the BUA will be constructed in
Phase-2. The Lessee shall have Right of First Refusal
(ROFR) for Phase-2 of the project provided that (i)
Authority issues NIT for Phase-2 within 5 years from
the Appointed Date of Phase 1, (ii) the Lessee
participates in the bidding process for phase-2 and
(iii) the financial bid of the Lessee is within 10% of
the highest bid of Phase-2. In that case the Lessee
shall have the opportunity to match the highest bid of
Phase- 2. IRSDC calls out interested Developers and
Fund houses and ask them to take up this one of its
kind investment opportunity before the due date of
24th August, 2020. Interested bidders can go to:
https://irsdc.in/active to review and submit their
application.
JUNE 2020 I Indian Railways I 15

Station Development Programme

Habibganj Railway Station – Work nearing completion – Target December 2000

Gandhinagar Railway Station – Work nearing completion – Target December, 2000
16 I Indian Railways I JUNE 2020

Anand Vihar Railway Station - Tender awarded on 30 October, 2019

Bijwasan Railway Station - Tender awarded on 30 October, 2019
JUNE 2020 I Indian Railways I 17

Chandigarh Railway Station - Tender awarded on 30 October, 2019

New Delhi Railway Station - RFQ to be called shortly

Udhna Railway Station - RFQ to be called shortly
18 I Indian Railways I JUNE 2020

Surat Railway Station - RFQ to be called shortly with Udhna

Baiyyappanahalli (Bangalore) Railway Station - RFQ to be called shortly
JUNE 2020 I Indian Railways I 19

Nagpur Railway Station - RFQ opening on 26 June, 2020

Amritsar Railway Station - RFQ opening on 26 June, 2020
20 I Indian Railways I JUNE 2020

Sabarmati Railway Station - RFQ opening on 26 June, 2020

Gwalior Railway Station - RFQ opening on 26 June, 2020
JUNE 2020 I Indian Railways I 21

CENTRAL NEWS
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 PPE coverall target for the month of June and July
are fixed as 1.5 lakhs each
 To further strengthen the preparedness of Railway,
an order for PPE coverall (22 lakhs), N95 Masks
(22.5 lakh), Hand sanitizer 500 ml (2.25 lakh)
and other items was centrally placed on M/s HLL
Life Care (PSU under MoHFW)

ç

I

ndian Railways, in coordination with other Ministries
and State Governments, is totally geared up to meet
the challenge of providing protection to it's front line
medical workers and other operational staff persons,
from the COVID 19 pandemic. It is using all its resources
in coordinated manner to create/upgrade its facilities.
Railway workshops took up the challenge and
manufactured PPE coveralls, sanitizer, masks, cots inhouse. Raw material for manufacturing of these items
was also procured by the field units. 1.91 lakh PPE
gowns, 66.4 kl sanitizer, 7.33 lakh masks etc have been
manufactured by Indian Railways till 24/06/2020. PPE
coverall target for the month of June and July are fixed as
1.5 lakhs each which is likely to be revised upwards.
During the lock down period, centralized procurement
and distribution of the raw material and manufactured
products throughout the Railway network was a hercu
lean task accomplished under testing circumstances.
Northern Railway was nominated for centralized pro
curement of raw material required for manufacture of
PPE coverall gowns which was a critical component with
respect to quality. All in-house manufactured products
satisfy all applicable quality standards. To further stre
ngthen the preparedness of Railway, an order for PPE
coverall (22 lakhs), N95 Masks (22.5 lakh), Hand sani
tizer 500 ml (2.25 lakh) and other items was centrally
placed by northern Railway on M/s HLL Life Care (PSU
under MoHFW), for requirements of all Railway Units.
Ministry of Railways has designated 50 Railway
Hospitals as COVID Dedicated Hospitals and COVID
Dedicated Health Centers. Facilities at these hospitals
were upgraded through procurement of medical
equipments and other items to meet the challenge of
COVID Pandemic. Protective gears like PPE coverall,
masks, sanitizers and equipments like ventilators were in
extreme short supply globally, during the initial phase of
COVID-19.
5231 Railway coaches have already been converted to
isolation coaches to serve as the Covid Care Centers to
augment the capacity of health infrastructure in the

ç

Indian Railways Produce 1.91 lakh PPE Gowns, 66.4 kl Sanitizer, 7.33 lakh Masks
till 24 June, 2020

country. 960 coaches have so far been placed in service
at several locations based on the requests received from
the States. Ministry of Health and Family Welfare has
already issued guidance document on appropriate
management of suspect/ confirmed cases on Railway
coaches- COVID Care Centres. Railways supply chain,
though affected due to the pandemic, but it did not affect
Railways’ operations and maintenance due to operations
being on the lower scale and stocks being available in
our depots. Out vendors are also being supported to
maintain their supply chain. Necessary instructions have
also been issued to field units in this respect. Railway
could also continue its required procurement due to its
digital supply chain and all material required for
pandemic management could be arranged.

CENTRAL NEWS

Indian Railways is Committed to Provide World Class Facilities to its Passengers

ç

I

 Total numbers of bio-toilets fitted in 68,800
coaches is more than 2,45,400 with a
coverage of 100%
 200 Railway Stations certified for
implementation of Environment
Management System to ISO: 14001 in
2019-20
 In order to provide clean environment and
smooth travel experience to its passengers,
Indian railways has taken various other
steps under Swachh Bharat, Swachh
Railways initiative

ç

ndian Railways is committed to provide world class
facilities to its passengers through one of the best
railways network in the world. In order to provide
clean environment and smooth travel experience to
its passengers, Indian railways has taken various steps
under Swachh Bharat, Swachh Railways initiative.
Some important steps are listed as below:
ll 49,487 Bio-toilets installed in 14,916 coaches during
2019-20. This takes the cumulative numbers of biotoilets to more than 2,45,400 fitted in 68,800
coaches with a coverage of 100%.
ll No single use plastic material from 150 th Gandhi
Jayanti on 2nd Oct 2019.
ll Considering the efforts of Railways, Ministry of
Railways has been adjudged as the best effort by a
Ministry for implementation of ‘Swachhta Action
Plan’, and was awarded by President of India on 06th
Sept 2019.
ll 200 Railway Stations certified for implementation of
Environment Management System to ISO: 14001 in
2019-20.
ll Integrated mechanized cleaning is now provided at
953 stations.
ll Independent third party Survey of passenger
perception on cleanliness standards was carried out
at 720 Stations in 2019-20 against 407 stations.
ll More than 1100 pairs of trains including Rajdhani,
Shatabdi, Duronto and other important long distance
Mail/Express trains are having facility of On Board
House Keeping Service (OBHS) for cleaning of coach
toilets, doorways, aisles and passenger
compartments during the run of the trains.
ll OBHS service is supported by SMS based on demand
“Coach-Mitra” service to cover over 1060 pairs of
trains.

ll Mechanized

laundries being set up for improving
quality of washing of linen provided to AC coach
passengers. 8 mechanized laundries installed in
FY 2019-20 (total 68).
ll As an initiative to reduce, recycle and dispose
plastic waste generated in stations in an
ecofriendly manner, comprehensive policy
guidelines have been brought out for installation
of Plastic Bottle Crushing Machines (PBCMs) by
Zonal Railways. At present, around 315 PBCMs
have been installed at 229 stations including
several district headquarters railway stations
over Indian Railways.
ll Automatic Coach Washing Plants (ACWP) has
been installed in 8 locations in
2019-20(cumulative 20).
ll Quick watering facility at 29 locations have been
installed in 2019 -20 (cumulative 44) to reduce
water filling time at stations.
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Best Ever Safety Performance by Indian Railways during the Past Year; Zero Passenger
Fatalities due to Railway Accident since April 2019
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 Measures to enhance safety include - Highest ever elimination of level
crossings (1274 nos.); Highest ever renewal of rails for 5181 track km
in 2019-2020
 Total 1309 nos. of ROBs/RUBs were constructed; 1367 nos. of bridges
were rehabilitated during 2019-2020 to enhance safety on the
railways network

ç

ndian Railways registered the
best ever safety record during
April 2019 – March 2020.
Including this year so far (from
1 April, 2019 to 8 June, 2020) there
has been no fatality of any railway
passenger in any train accident. The
remarkable feat has been achieved
for the first time in the year 20192020 since introduction of Railway
System in India 166 years ago in the
year 1853. The zero passenger fata
lities in the last 15 months is a result
of continuous efforts by Indian Rail
ways to improve safety performance
in all respects. Safety being the top
most priority always, the measures
undertaken for safety improvement
include elimination of manned level
crossings, construction of Road over
Bridges (ROBs)/ Road under Bridges
(RUBs), rehabilitation of bridges,
highest ever renewal of rail tracks,
highest ever supply of rails during
the year from SAIL, effective track
maintenance, stringent monitoring
of safety aspects, improved training
of railway staff, improvements in si
gnaling system, use of modern tech
nology for safety works, switching
over to modern and safer LHB coa
ches in phases from the conventional
ICF coaches etc. Following are the
some major measures taken by
Indian Railways to enhance Safety:
• Record number of 1274 nos. of
Manned Level Crossings have
been eliminated in 2019-20

compared to 631 in 2018-19
(double of that done in last year).
This is highest ever elimination
of level crossings.
• Total 1309 nos. of ROBs/RUBs
were constructed in 2019-20 to
enhance safety on the railways
network.
• 1367 nos. of bridges were rehab
ilitated during 2019-20 compared
to 1013 (+37% of last year).
• Highest ever renewal of rails for

5,181 Track km (TKM) in 201920 against 4,265 TKM in 2018-19
(+20% of last year).
• Highest ever supply of rails (13.8
lakh ton) during the year from
SAIL. With supply of 6.4 Lakh ton
long rails, scope of field welding
decreased drastically leading to
better reliability of asset.
• 285 nos. Level Crossings (LC)
have been interlocked by signals
in 2019-20, cumulative
interlocked LC nos. are 11,639.
• In order to improve safety 84
stations with mechanical
signaling replaced with
electrical/electronic signaling
during 2019-20.
• 	All the above could become
possible with inputs in the
system in the form of Rashtriya
Rail Sanraksha Kosh (RRSK)
introduced in the year 2017-18
with a corpus of Rs 1 lakh crore
to be spent in next five years,
having annual outlay of Rs
20,000 crore. With this fund, it
has been possible to undertake
very critical safety works of
urgent nature and results are
evident.

CENTRAL NEWS

 Unprecedented 47.45 Lakhs candidates
registered for over 64,000 posts of ALPs &
Technicians
 Panel approved for 56,378 Candidates (26,968
ALPs and 28,410 Technicians) out of 64,371
vacancies (27,795 ALPs and 64,371 Technicians)
 Appointment letters issued to 40,420 candidates
(22,223 ALPs and 18,197 Technicians)
 Training of newly recruited 19,120 candidates
(10,123 Assistant Loco Pilots (ALPs) and 8,997
Technicians) to resume as soon as COVID lock
down related measures ease out
 Rest of offers to be issued in phased manner as
training of batches complete
 Indian Railways to also speed up the process for
conduct of examination for Non-Technical
Popular Category (NTPC – Graduate & under
Graduate level) posts
 A total of 1,26,30,885 (i.e. more than 1.25
Crore) online applications were received for
NTPC posts
 A viable strategy is being formulated to conduct
massive examination of 1.25 crore applicants
observing all norms in Covid-19 scenario
 RRBs follow the practice of direct and
instantaneous communication with candidates
through regular updates on web-sites and
individual SMSs and emails
 Candidates are advised to refer to these official
communications only and not be misguided by
any other floating rumours on social media

ç

T

he Ministry of Railways has successfully
concluded, what can be called as one of the
world’s largest recruitment exercise, for filling
up critical safety and operational posts and has
reached its completion stage. Railway Recruitment
Boards (RRBs) invited online applications against
Centralized Employment Notification (CEN) No.
01/2018 from 03.02.2018 to 31.03.2018 for a total
64,371 combined vacancies of Assistant Loco Pilots
(ALPs) & Technicians. A total of 47,45,176 online
applications were received. The scheme of selection
consisted of 3-stages computer based tests followed by
medical examination (which is one of the stringent
medical examinations considering the level of distant
vision/colour vision and alertness required from a Loco
Pilot) and document verification of short listed
candidates. About 47.45 lakhs candidates registered for
these posts.
Panel of selected candidates has been approved for
56,378 Candidates (26968 ALPs, 28410 Technicians) out
of 64371 vacancies (27795 ALPs, 64371 Technicians).
Appointment letters have been issued to 40,420
candidates (22223 ALPs, 18197 Technicians). Training
of newly recruited 19,120 candidates (10123 Assistant
Loco Pilots (ALPs), 8997 Technicians) to resume as soon
as COVID lock down related measures ease out. Training
process take 17 weeks for ALPs, 06 months for
Technicians. Joining Letters were issued to candidates
before Lockdown but some candidates could not join
due to CORONA outbreak and Lockdown.
All newly recruited employees will be given appo
intment in Railway as per the due procedure in a phased
manner. The training of fresh appointees is required
because Railway is an operational department and
safety of train operations is paramount. Training
includes class room training followed by field training
followed by Testing of the competence before

ç

Indian Railways Successfully Concludes Assistant Loco Pilots and Technicians
Recruitment, one of the Largest Such Exercises in the World

deployment on working post. Since
training is given batch wise
considering the capacity constraints
of class room, hostel, library,
instructors, etc. It has to be done in a
phased manner by optimum
utilization of training resources. Due
to CORONA outbreak, all form of
training has been suspended to
follow the social distancing norms
and in order to limit the pandemics.
Training will resume as and when
the situation permits. This
recruitment exercise was a 3 Stage
process. 1st stage Computer Based
Test was successfully conducted on
11 days from 09.08.2018 to
04.09.2018 in 33 shifts at 424
centres with record attendance of
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nearly 77% i.e. more than 36 lakh candidates appeared
in the first stage examination. 2nd stage Computer
Based Test was successfully conducted for 13,00,869
(more than 13 lakh) candidates on 03 days from
21.01.2019 to 23.01.2019 in multiple shifts. Computer
Based Aptitude Test (CBAT) required to assess the
alertness required from a loco pilot for approximately
2,22,360 candidates was successfully conducted on
10.05.2019 and 21.05.2019.
RRBs were entrusted the responsibility for Medical
examination for all posts, earlier conducted by Zonal
Railways. Accordingly, Document Verification and
Medical examination started from 16.06.2019 to
20.08.2019 for about 90,000 candidates (including 50%
standby candidates). As already mentioned that the
medical examination is one of the stringent in the
industry as there is no margin of error available to a
loco pilot driving a train.
Panels supplied to Zonal Railways from September
2019 to February 2020. As CBT was common to both
ALP and Technician, the technician result was declared
later for those who could not qualify for ALP in
Computer Based Aptitude Test (CBAT). Besides the
recruitment of ALPs & technicians, Railway Recruit
ment Boards (RRBs) also invited online applications for
a total 35,208 combined vacancies of Non-Technical
Popular Category (NTPC – Graduate & under Graduate
level) post.A total of 1,26,30,885 (i.e. more than 1.25
Crore) online applications were received.

Examination process preparation was at a advance
stage during pre-Covid scenario. However, it was
interrupted by outbreak of Covid-19 pandemic. Indian
Railways is going to expedite the recruitment process
as situation eases out.
In the present circumstances, new kind of challenges
need to be surmounted which were previously
unexpected due to COVID pandemic. These challenges
are like Candidates may have to wear face masks, which
again pose challenges of tackling impersonation; mass
gathering at exam centres may occur; sanitation of
exam centres after each shift; number of candidates to
be booked in an exam centre may have to be cutdown
to enable more social distance between two candidates
while enforcing the norms required for fair and smooth
conduct of examination of this magnitude.
Indian Railways is formulating a viable strategy to
conduct massive examination of 1.25 crore applicants
and scheduling of all the processes etc while observing
all norms in Covid-19 scenario.
RRBs follow the practice of direct and instantaneous
communication with candidates through regular
updates on web-sites and individual SMSs and emails,
whenever required. Candidates are appealed to refer to
these official communications only and not be
misguided by false propaganda and rumors being
circulated on social media, many of which are aimed at
misleading the genuine candidates and adversely
affecting their preparation for examination.

Indian Railways Creates a New World Benchmark by Successfully Running 1st Double
Stack Container Train in High Rise OHE Electrified Sections

ç

Railways. With this remarkable development, Indian
Railways has proudly become the first Railway to run
Double Stack Container train with high reach
pantograph in high rise OHE territory, the Operations of
which successfully commenced on 10th June, 2020 from
Palanpur & Botad stations in Gujarat. The thrust of such
kind of initiatives is on innovation, speed and
customisation in freight operations. Inspite of time that
was lost under Covid Lockdown Ministry is focussing to
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I

ndian Railways creates a new world benchmark by
commissioning 1st high rise Over Head
Equipment(OHE), which has contact wire height of
7.57 metre and successfully run double stack
containers in electrified territory on Western Railway.
This tremendous achievement is a first of its kind in the
entire world and will also boost the ambitious mission
of Green India as a latest green initiative over Indian

 T
 hrust on innovation, speed and customisation in
freight operations
 From 1st April 2020 to 10th June, 2020 Indian
Railways has transported 178.68 million tonnes of
commodities through its uninterrupted 24X7
freighters trains operations
 More than 32.40 lakh wagons carried supplies to
keep the supply chain functional from 24 March to
10 June, 2020. Of these, more than 18 lacs wagons
carried essential commodities
 From 22 March to 10 June, 2020 total 3,897 Parcel
Trains have also been run by Indian Railways with
total 1,39,196 tonnes of consignment

CENTRAL NEWS
surpass the last years freight figures. From 1st
April 2020 to 10th June 2020 Indian Railways
has transported 178.68 million tonnes of
commodities through its uninterrupted 24X7
freight trains operations across the country.
From 24.03.2020 to 10.06.2020 more than 32.40
lacs wagons carried supplies to keep the supply
chain functional. Of these, more than 18 lacs
wagons carried essential commodities like food
grains, salt, sugar, milk, edible oil, onions, fruits
& vegetables, petroleum products, coal,
fertilizers etc. throughout the country. During
the period 1st April 2020 to 10th June, 2020
Railways loaded 12.74 million tonnes of food
grains as compared to 6.79 million tonnes in the
same period last year. Apart from this, from
22.03.2020 to 10.06.2020 total 3,897 Parcel
Trains have also been run out by Indian
Railways of which 3,790 are time-tabled trains.
Total 1,39,196 tonnes of consignment have been
loaded in these Parcel Trains.

Introduction of Operation of 12000 HP
WAG12B Locomotive in Lucknow Division of
Northern Railway

Ministry of Railways Takes an
Important Decision to Ease
Procurement Norms and Improve
Ease of Doing Business

I

ndian Railway, in a series of its continuous
endeavors in enhancing transparency,
efficiency and ease of doing business in all its
activities, has taken one more important step
to ease the procurement system in the network. As
per extant procurement norms of Indian Railways,
identified Safety and Critical items where quality
is of paramount importance, are procured from
Vendors approved by its nominated vendor
approving agencies for the item. Recently decision
has been taken that a Vendor, approved for an item
by any of the Vendor Approving Agency of Indian
Railways shall be considered as Approved vendor
by all Railway Units for that particular item. This
decision shall not only save the time and effort of
vendors significantly doing away with need of
approaching multiple vendor approving agencies
for participating in tenders of all Railway units but
also increase the competition in public
procurement making it more economical and
efficient. This shall also promote better utilization
of manufacturing capacity of Industry in India,
helping the cause of “Make in India.” Previously
vendor approved at one establishment was not
automatically eligible to be considered for
procurement at other establishments and they had
to apply for approval at multiple establishments to
get considered. Now even the Railways would have
more options to choose from in a transparent
manner.

D

espite the peculiar circumstances of the epidemic
COVID19, the Lucknow division of Northern
Railway faced every challenge firmly. Continuing
on the path of progress, development and
upgrading, and under this, the division achieved a
remarkable achievement, Lucknow Division, Northern
Railway, introduced a service of WAG12B locomotive, a big
boost of prime minister Make In India initiative, state of art
technologies has been used in making of this locomotive,
its parameters could be assessed by any one sitting in
control room in real time basis that help expert to take
action in advance to avoid sudden failure.
WAG12B locomotive capable of hauling 118 loaded
wagons, with MPS (maximum permissible speed) 100
kmph, upgradable upto 120 kmph with more power. This
loco having two sections, both units (A and B) permanently
coupled to each other. Both units only have air conditioned
cabs with toilet on the outward-facing ends. Both units will
be controlled from the working cab. The units are
connected to each other through a vestibule and gangway.
This locomotive also features the much-awaited ‘Brake
Blending’ facility. If regenerative braking (AKA electric or
Electro-Dynamic brake) is applied and found insufficient, a
proportionate quantum of the pneumatic (air) brake is
applied simultaneously by the locomotive. This highly
powerful locomotive can operate with greater efficiency
and its high carrying capacity will help in carrying more
load in lesser time.
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Railways Freight Shows Forward Movement Again as Lockdown is Getting Lifted

I

iv) Supply of milk and dairy products from surplus
regions (Gujarat, Aandhra Pradesh) to high demand
regions.
v)	Supply of other essential items (agricultural inputs,
medicines, medical equipment, etc) from producing
regions to other parts of the country.
Indian Railways Staff are working at various good
sheds, stations and control offices on 24/7 basis to
ensure that the supply of essential items for the nation
do not get affected. Locomotive pilots and guards are
efficiently running the trains.

Freight Loading Picking Up
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 In total from 1st April 2020 to 25th June 2020
Indian Railways has transported 225 million
tonnes of essential commodities across the country
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84

May

 From 1st May 2020 to 31st May 2020 Indian
Railways has transported 82.27 million tonnes of
essential commodities which is more than 25%
higher compare to month of April

Parcel Trains. Transportation of essential items like
medical supplies, medical equipment, food, etc in small
parcel sizes is very important during the lockdown in
the wake of COVID19 and after that. In order to fill in
this vital need, Indian Railways has made railway
parcel vans available for quick mass transportation by
e-commerce entities and other customers including
state governments. Railways are running time-tabled
Parcel Special trains on select routes, to ensure
uninterrupted supply of essential items. Presently these
trains are being operated on ninety-six (96) routes.
These routes have been identified to include:
i) Regular connectivity between major cities of the
country, viz Delhi, Mumbai, Kolkata, Chennai,
Bengaluru, & Hyderabad.
ii) Connectivity from state-capitals/important cities to
all parts of the state.
iii) Ensuring connectivity to the North-eastern part of
the country.

82

65
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n order to ensure the timely delivery of essential
commodities for citizens and goods even during the
lockdown, Indian Railways has maintained its
freight corridors fully functional and has been
successful in meeting the needs of both the households
sector and industry.
In the month of May from 1st May 2020 to 31st May
2020 Indian Railways has transported 82.27 million
tonnes of essential commodities compared to 65.14
million tonnes from 1st April 2020 to 30th April 2020
which is more than 25% higher.
In total from 1st April 2020 to 25th June 2020 Indian
Railways has transported 225 million tonnes of
essential commodities through its uninterrupted 24X7
freight trains operations across the country.
From 24.03.2020 to 17.06.2020 more than 32.40 lacs
wagons carried supplies to keep the supply chain
functional. Of these, more than 18 lacs wagons carried
essential commodities like food grains, salt, sugar, milk,
edible oil, etc. throughout the country. During the
period 1st April 2020 to 25th June, 2020 Railways loaded
15.5 million tonnes of food grains as compared to 8.6
million tonnes in the same period last year.
Apart from this, from 22.03.2020 to 25.06.2020 total
4194 Parcel Trains have also been run by Indian
Railways of which 4075 are time-tabled trains. Total 1.7
lakh tonnes of consignment have been loaded in these
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Railways to Generate 8 Lakh Man-Days of Employment Opportunity for Migrants and others
in Infrastructure Projects Worth Rs 1,800 Crores in next 125 Days till 31st October, 2020

O

n 24th June, 2020 Ministry of Railways reviewed
the progress of Garib Kalyan Rojgar Abhiyaan
with Zonal Railways and Railway PSUs through
video conference meeting. Inaugurated by the
PM on 20th June, Garib Kalyan Rojgar Abhiyaan is in
operation in 116 identified districts of six states i.e.,
Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh,
Orissa & Jharkhand. Chairman Railway Board, Shri
Vinod Kumar Yadav took a video conference meeting
with General Managers and Divisional Railway Mangers
and Managing Directors of PSUs regarding the progress
of Garib Kalyan Rojgar Abhiyaan .
Addressing the meeting, Shri Yadav instructed Zonal
Railways to appoint nodal officers in each district as
well as in the States so that a close coordination is
established with the State Government. Shri Yadav
directed Railway administration at Zonal level to act
proactively to ensure migrants’ are engaged in projects
and paid accordingly. Zonal railways have been
instructed to expedite execution of all ongoing
infrastructure works in these identified districts.
Around 160 works infrastructure works have been
identified which are to be expedited. These would
engage thousands of workers and roughly generate 8
lakh man days of employment by the end of October
2020. Approx. Rs 1800 crore would be spent in these
districts. Railway has also identified no. of railway
works which can be executed through MGNREGS. The
works are related to (i) construction and maintenance
of approach roads for level crossings, (ii) development &
cleaning of silted waterways, trenches and drains along
the track, (iii) construction and maintenance of
approach road to railway stations, (iv) repair and wide

ning of existing railway embankments / cuttings, (v)
plantation of trees at extreme boundary of railway land
and (vi) protection works of existing embankments/
cuttings/bridges. Zonal Railways have also been
instructed to get sanction of proposed works under
MGNREGS. Zonal Railways would be monitoring the
works on daily basis and submit report to Ministry
every Friday till end of Oct 2020. It may be noted that
the Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi launched a
massive employment-cum-rural public works campaign
named Garib Kalyan Rojgar Abhiyaan to empower and
provide livelihood opportunities in areas/ villages
witnessing large number of returnee migrant workers
affected by the devastating COVID-19 on 20 th June, 2020.
The Prime Minister announced that an amount of Rs
50,000 Crores would be spent for building durable rural
infrastructure under the Garib Kalyan Rojgar Abhiyaan.
This Abhiyaan of 125 days, will work in mission
mode, will involve focused implementation of 25
categories of works/activities in 116 districts, each with
a large concentration of returnee migrant workers in 6
states of Bihar, Uttar Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh,
Rajasthan, Jharkhand and Odisha. Public works to be
undertaken during this campaign will have a resource
envelope of Rs. 50,000 crores. The Abhiyaan will be a
convergent effort between 12 different Ministries/
Departments, namely; Rural Development, Panchayati
Raj, Road Transport & Highways, Mines, Drinking Water
& Sanitation, Environment, Railways, Petroleum &
Natural Gas, New & Renewable Energy, Border Roads,
Telecom and Agriculture, to expedite implementation of
25 public infrastructure works and works relating to
augmentation of livelihood opportunities.
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RPF Starts Nation-Wide Efforts to
Identify and Act Against Touting Activity
ç

All of Duty and Spirit of RPF
Official Warms the Hearts of All

M

A

ç

 Nation-wide efforts to identify and act against these
touts.
 Analysis of PRS data through PRABAL module clubbed
with ground intelligence.
 14 touts including 8 IRCTC agents were arrested and
recovered tickets worth Rs. 636727

s Indian Railways has started 15 pairs of AC Special
trains on 12th May, 2020 and announced 100 pairs of
additional trains w.e.f. 01 June 2020, complaints had
started to pour in regarding touts of e-tickets using
multiple personal Ids and cornering reserved berths in these
special trains. It was also apprehended that once the
reservation for the 100 pairs of trains start on 21.05.2020, the
activities of these touts will escalate adversely affecting the
availability of confirmed train reservations to the common
man.In view of the above, RPF has started concerted nation wide
efforts to identify and act against these touts. Analysis of PRS
data through PRABAL module clubbed with ground intelligence
is being used to identify and bring them to book. The drive was
launched on 20.05.2020 and despite the impact of AMPHAN in
eastern part of the country, RPF has been able to arrest 14 touts
including 8 IRCTC agents and recovered tickets worth Rs
636727 wherein the journey was yet to be perfor med. The
IRCTC agents were using personal Ids to corner tickets and then
sell them unauthor izedly at a premium. Action has been
initiated to get them blacklisted. One tout was found using auto
fill software called Super Tatkal Pro.

inister of
Railways and
Commerce and
Industry Shri Piyush
Goyal praised the
commendable deed of
RPF Constable Shri
Inder Singh Yadav and
announced a cash
award to honour him.
Shri Yadav demon
strated an exemplary
sense of duty when he ran behind a train to
deliver milk for a 4 months old child.
Smt Sharif Hashmi was traveling with her
husband Shri Haseen Hashmi along with her
4 months old child in Shramik Special train
from Belgaum to Gorakhpur. Her baby was
crying for milk, as she didn’t get to feed milk
for her child at any previous station and
asked help from the constable Shri Yadav at
Bhopal Station. Shri Inder Singh Yadav
immediately raced and brought a packet of
milk from a shop outside Bhopal Station but
the train started moving. The constable
showed his humanity and courage by
running behind a moving train and provided
the packet of milk to the lady in the coach.

Southern Railway Observes International Yoga Day

S

outhern Railway has been observing
International Yoga Day under the aegis of
Ministry of Ayush since inception of the Yoga
Day concept in 2014. This year, in view of
CoVid-19 crisis, Ministry of Ayush announced a new set
of guidelines to be adhered by Railways in accordance
with the year’s theme for International Yoga Day, i.e.,
‘Yoga at Home and Yoga with Family’. Officers and Staff
of Southern Railway participated widely in the Common
Yoga Protocol (CYP) demonstration live streamed by
Ministry of Ayush through social media portals and TV
Channels. Shri John Thomas, General Manager,
Southern Railway performed a set of yoga asanas at
home with his family. Divisional Railway Managers
across all the six divisions and other branch officers
also participated in yoga sessions duly following the
safety protocols and social distancing norms.
In Palakkad Division, Dr.Santhanakrishnan, MIE,
MSc(Psy), PHD delivered a lecture (through video
meeting) on the Importance of Yoga and Meditational
Practices to be followed to fight COVID-19.  The session
witnessed the participation of Officers and Staff of
Palakkad Division. Further, a special Yoga Programme
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A yoga session at Dr MGR Chennai Central - Asanas performed
by RPF personnel duly adhering to social distancing norms

for safety category staff such as Loco Inspectors and
Pilots was hosted by Electrical (operations) branch
through webinar. RPF personnel took part in yoga
practice sessions at Dr MGR Chennai Central, NGO
Annexe Yoga hall and at various places across Chennai
Division. The members of the force are regularly
participating in bi-weekly yoga sessions to keep
themselves fit and healthy in this hour of need.  
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International Day of Yoga Observed on Central Railway

6

th
International Day of Yoga was observed on
Central Railway in a non-congregative way in
the respective homes of participants and with
their family.
Shri Sanjeev Mittal, General Manager, Central
Railway, Smt. Relly Mittal, and family practice yoga at
their home. He also extended his wishes to the
railwaymen and said that Yoga is globally accepted as a
stress reliever and practicing has a positive impact on
general health and immunity enhancement. The art of
practicing yoga helps in controlling an individual’s
mind, body and soul. It is a way of living that aims
towards ‘a healthy mind in a healthy body’.
The theme for this year’s International Yoga Day is
“Yoga at Home & Yoga with family”. As entire Nation is
fighting against the Corona virus pandemic, to break
the chain of COVID19, Railways is taking all possible
steps to maintain social distancing. He also said that
practicing yoga will help us to stay fit and build a
healthy nation.
HQ Officers and staff also observed the day by
practicing yoga at their residence
Shri Shalab Goel, Divisional Railway Manager,
Mumbai Division, along with other officers participated
in the online yoga session conducted by Ms. Shibani
Sachdeva, faculty from Art of Living and her team.
Shri Somesh Kumar, Divisional Railway Manager,
Nagpur Division, and Smt. Monica practiced yoga at
their home.
Shri Vivek Gupta, Divisional Railway Manager,
Bhusaval Division along with officers and families
connected through Virtual Yoga Session organized and
conducted by Railway school teachers.
Shri Shailesh Gupta, Divisional Railway Manager,
Solapur Division and Smt. Pratibha Gupta practiced

International Day of Yoga Observed by ECoR

I

nternational Day of Yoga has been observed by East
Coast Railway as per the guidelines for “Yoga at
Home” issued by Ministry of AYUSH. In view of
current pandemic situation in the country, to fight
against COVID-19, ECoR observed International Day of

yoga at their home. Smt. Renu Sharma, Divisional
Railway Manager, Pune Division and Additional
Divisional Railway Manager with other officers & staff
practiced yoga at their respective homes.
Railway Protection Force officials observed yoga day
at various posts, barracks and individually at
residences on Mumbai Division.
Other Officers and staff of CR observed the
International Yoga Day following all norms of social
distancing.
Yoga, maintaining Social Distancing and other protocols
from the government. Staff and officers of East Coast
Railway were encouraged to perform Yoga from their
home for improving health including immunity
boosting, relief from stress and improving sense of well
being by practicing Yoga. To avoid mass gathering, staff
and officers were advised to perform Yoga at their
homes with their family members. In view of this, ECoR
General Manager Shri Vidya Bhushan, Additional
General Manager Shri Sudhir Kumar and other Principal
Heads of Departments of ECoR performed Yoga from
their residence. Other Railway officials have also
observed IDY-2020 from their home with family
members following COVID-19 protocols. International
Day of Yoga was observed across the ter ritory of ECoR.
All the Divisions of ECoR, i.e., Khurda Road, Sambalpur
and Waltair also observed International Day of Yoga.
General Manager, East Coast Railway Shri Vidya
Bhushan informed that Yoga is one of the best ways to
keep one fit, physically and mentally. It can also become
an important weapon in the fight against COVID-19.
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 N
ational Institute of Design (NID),
Ahmedabad engaged to work on the
exterior look of the iconic train

ç

O

ne of the most prestigious trains with rich
heritage value of Indian Railways namely the
Deccan Queen Express (Train No.
12123/12124) running between Mumbai and
Pune in Maharashtra is gearing up for a major revamp.
Firstly, the 90-year old train is now proposed to be
upgraded with the German design Linke Hofmann
Busch (LHB) coaches. LHB coaches have a better safety
features and improved travelling experience - better
suspension system and better riding comfort. Secondly,
there is proposed revamp of external livery design of
the train which will be used in the proposed LHB rake
of the train. Presently, Deccan Queen has a unique
existing livery colour of blue and white with a red
band. Thirdly, there is also a proposal for a New Logo
of the proposed LHB upgrade of the train. Central
Railway which operates this train has started this
exercise of revamping external livery design of this
proposed LHB upgrade of DQ. In light of deep emo
tional connect of rail commuters with this train, the
Central Railway has sought customer opinion on the
preferred external livery design. Based on various
consultation and customer feedback, the Central
Railway has prepared eight different livery design
along with their ranking as per the customer voting. A
new logo design has also been proposed incorporating
an image of the UNESCO listed Mumbai-CSMT station.
On the advice of the Railway Board, the Central
Railway has engaged National Institute of Design (NID),
Ahmedabad, an autonomous Institution under the
Ministry of Commerce & Industry, Government of India
to provide their professional inputs on the livery
designs. Central Railway has made all the eight
different livery designs, logo design and other related
material available to NID.
Accordingly, the NID team has visited Mumbai to
inspect the existing train and travelled in DQ and
interacted with the customers to gain the first-hand
experience. They also visited the UNESCO certified
CSMT building. During their visit, the team is doing

ç

India’s Prestigious Train, Deccan Queen Express Running between
Mumbai and Pune, to Undergo a Major Revamp

data collection, measurements, photography, filming,
interaction with the railway officials and passengers.
They are expected to submit their report sometime
later this month. This exercise is an excellent example
of synergy between two Ministries of Government of
India namely Ministry of Railways and Ministry of
Commerce & Industry. This train is well-patronised
service since 1930. It also has many records like India’s
first superfast train, first long distance electric hauled
train, first vestibuled train, first train to have ladies’
only car, first train to feature a dining car.
Background
The introduction of “Deccan Queen’’ between the two
premier cities of Maharashtra on 1st June 1930 was a
major landmark in the history of the Great Indian
Peninsula Railway, the forerunner of the Central
Railway. This was the first deluxe train introduced on
the railway to serve 2 important cities of the region and
was aptly named after Pune, which is also known as
“Queen of Deccan’’ (“Dakkhan ki Rani’’). Initially, the
train was introduced with 2 rakes of 7 coaches each one
of which was painted in silver with scarlet mouldings
and the other with royal blue with gold lines. The under
frames of the coaches of the original rakes were built in
England while the coach bodies were built in the
Matunga Workshop of the GIP Railway. The coaches of
the original rakes were replaced in 1966 by antitelescopic steel bodied integral coaches built by
Integral Coach Factory, Perambur. These coaches
incorporated improved design of bogies for better
riding comfort and also improvements in the interior
furnishings and fittings. The number of coaches in the
rake was also increased to 12 from the original 7

CENTRAL NEWS
coaches providing additional accommodation. Over the
year the number of coaches in the train has been incre
ased to the present level of 17 coaches. With the evergrowing aspirations of the travelling public for better
amenities, improved standards of comfort and better
quality of service, it was considered necessary to give a
complete facelift to the Deccan Queen.
ll T he rake was changed in 1995 with the following
special features:
ll A ll newly manufactured or about a year old, air
brake coaches.
The 5 first class chair car in the old rake have been
replaced by 5 AC chair cars providing an additional
seating capacity of 65 in a dust-free environment. Also
the 9-second class chair cars provide additional seating
capacity of 120 seats compared to the old coaches.
The dining car offers table service for 32 passengers
and has modern pantry facilities such as microwave

oven, deep freezer and toaster. The dining car is also
tastefully furnished with cushioned chairs and carpet.
The history of Deccan Queen (Dakkhan ki Rani) is
literally a tale of two cities. The public of both the cities
are happy with the impeccable record of “right time
start” and “arrival” of Deccan Queen. Over the last 89
years of its colorful history, the train has grown from a
mere medium of transportation between two cities into
an institution binding generation of intensely loyal
passengers. Presently, Deccan Queen (12123/12124)
runs with 17 coaches including 4 AC chair car, one
Buffet Car, 10 second class chair car and two second
class cum brake vans. National Institute of Design
(NID), established in 1961 as an autonomous Instit ution
under the Ministry of Commerce & Industry, is one of
the foremost multidisciplinary Institutions in the field
of design education, applied research, training, design
consultancy services, and outreach programmes.
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Renewed Thrust to Infrastructure Development by Indian Railways
during the Year 2019-2020

T

he year 2019-2020 saw Indian Railways giving a
renewed thrust to infrastructure development.
The allocation for capital expenditure of Rs.
1,61,351 in Revised Budget of the year 20192020 was 20.1% higher over 2018-2019. Utilization till
end of March 2020 was Rs 1,46,507 Crore, which is
90.8% of the total allocation. With a proposed
investment of Rs 50 lakh crores until 2030, Budget 2019
laid the road map for Railways to become the growth
engine of the country. Some of the important works
undertaken during 2019-2020 are :

New Line (NL), Doubling (DL), Gauge Conversion (GC)
New line, Doubling and Gauge conversion commi
ssioning increased to 2,226 km in 2019-20, which is
nearly 50% more with reference to average annual
commissioning achieved during 2009-14 (1,520 km/
year). During 2019-20, the expenditure incurred by
Railway on New line, Gauge conversion and Doubling
Projects is Rs 39,836 crore, which is the highest ever
expenditure in the history of Indian Railways.
Expenditure by Railways for doubling projects alone
in FY 2019-20 is Rs 22,689 crore, which is over 9 times
the average annual expenditure during 2009-14 (Rs
2,462 crore). Doubling commissioned in 2019-20 has
been 1458 Km, which is nearly 4 times of average annual
commissioning achieved during 2009-14 (375 Km/year).
15 on Super Critical Projects Commissioned: Railways
had prioritized its entire doubling project shelf Super
Critical projects based importance of project and status
of progress etc. With focused efforts, 15 critical projects
of around 562 Km length and costing Rs 5,622 Crore
have been completed & commissioned out of which 13
were commissioned in FY 2019-20.
Commissioning of important North East Projects
ll 112 Km long New line national project in Tripura,
“Agartala–Sabroom” commissioned during FY
2019-20
ll 45 Km long length doubling project from Lumding to
Hojai completed & commissioned.
Railway Electrification: In FY 2019-20, Railway
Electrification works have been completed on a total of
5,782 Route KMs, out of which 4,378 Route KMs have
been commissioned on electric traction upto 31st March
2020.
Commissioning of Important Projects in FY 2019-20
Total 28 Projects of 1273 Km length got completed &
commissioned during FY 2019-20. Details are given
below:
ll 58.5 Km long New Line project from ThaiyatHamiraSanu in Rajasthan
ll 10.7 Km long bypass line from Chhapra Gramin to
Khairali in Bihar
ll 67.07 Km long New Line project from Rajgir-HisuaTilaiya including Islampur-Nateshar in Bihar

ll

ll

ll

ll

ll

ll

ll

ll

ll

ll

ll

ll

ll

ll

ll

ll

ll

ll

ll

ll

ll

ll

ll

ll

47.72 Km long Super Critical Doubling Project from
Hajipur-Ramdayalu Nagar in Bihar
320.04 Km long Gauge Conversion Project from
Jaipur-Ringus-Sikar-Churu & Sikar-Loharu in
Haryana and Rajasthan
7 Km long pending Super Critical Doubling project in
Delhi (7 Km length but very important to decongest
New Delhi Station) between New Delhi to Tilak
Bridge (5th& 6th line)
113 Km long New Line Port connectivity project in
Andhra Pradesh connecting with Krishnapatnam
port
55.47 Km long Doubling from Meerut-Muzaffarnagar
in U.P
2 Km long Bypass line named Jukhei Chord line,
bypassing the Katni yard in Madhya Pradesh
1.67 Km long doubling project named New AliporeMile 5B in Sub-urban area of Sealdah of West Bengal
1.025 Km long pending bypass connectivity line
named Daund Chord line on Daund-Manmad route in
Maharashtra
42.57 Km long New Line Coal Project from KharsiaKorichhapar in Chhattisgarh
19 Km long Coal project named Bakhtiyarpur-Barh
in Bihar for facilitating the coal movement to Barh
NTPC Thermal Power House
7.25 Km long Super Critical Doubling project from
Andul-Baltikuri in West Bengal
26 Km long Doubling project from Abu Road to
Swaroop Ganj in Rajasthan
23.55 Km long Super Critical Doubling project from
Abu Road to Sarotra Road in Rajasthan
2.86 Km long Super Critical Doubling project from
Mohishilla-Kalipahari in West Bengal
51.07 Km long Super Critical Doubling project from
Pirpainti-Bhagalpur in Bihar
2.62 Km long 4th line project named KanknaraNaihati in West Bengal
60.37 Km long Super Critical Doubling project in
Rajasthan
81.43 Km long Super Critical Doubling project in
Maharashtra named Mudkhed-Parbhani
7 Km long Doubling project in Madhya Pradesh
named Sontalai-Bagratawa
25 Km long Super Critical Doubling project in
Madhya Pradesh named Itarsi-Budhni
8 Km long Super Critical Doubling project in UP
named Billi - Chopan.
34 Km long Super Critical 4th line Doubling project in
Haryana and Delhi named Tuglakabad - Palwal
41 Km long Super Critical Doubling project in
Andhra Pradesh named Kaluru - Guntakal
44.92 Km long Super Critical Doubling project from
Lumding to Hojai in Assam.
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Central Railway Gears Up with Monsoon Related Work on its Suburban Network
After

T

o ensure smooth and disruption free services
during ensuing monsoon, Central Railway has
geared up with monsoon preparations such has
removal of muck, cleaning culverts and drains,
trimming trees, scanning boulders, provision of high
voltage pumps at locations vulnerable for water logging,
provision of multi-section digital counters etc. Taking
advantage of the lockdown during month of April & May,
Central Railway’s Mumbai Division carried out monsoon
prec autionary measures on its suburban network as well
as in ghats thoroughly. The details of measures for
ensuring uninterrupted services are as under.

More High Voltage Pumps this year compared to last
year at 17 vulnerable locations of Mumbai Suburban
network on CR
Central Railway has identified 17 vulnerable
locations for water logging during heavy rains and
provided more than 140 pumps (Both by Railways and
by Municipal Corporation of Greater Mumbai). This year
the capacity of pumps and nos. of pumps were increased
at flood prone locations to avoid flooding.  The locations
identified on main line are Masjid, Mazgaon yard,
Byculla, Curry Road, Sion, Kurla, Vikhroli, Ghatkopar,
Nanipada, Thane, Dombivali, on Harbour line are Sewri,
Vadala, Chunabhatti, Koparkhairane and on main line
towards southeast are subway at Kms 65/7-8, Subway
at Kms 75/1-2.
Desilting of drains
Central Railway has de-silted and cleaned 113 Kms of
drains on its suburban section.
Cleaning of culverts
CR has cleaned 77 culverts on its suburban sections,
55 culverts on its main line and 22 culverts on its
Harbour line.

Important nallah cleaning
CR has cleaned it’s very important nallahs between
Ghatkopar and Kanjurmarg, Ghatkopar and Vikhroli and
Kurla Terminal Nallah.
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Ghat Section – Boulder scanning and dropping
Central Railway on its North East Section i.e.
between Kasara and Igatpuri, 18 Tunnels were
inspected, Boulder scanning was done, 40 no. of
boulders have been identified and dropped. Moreover,
50 Watchmen are being deployed at 14 locations and 75
Patrolmen are being deployed at 7 beats to keep watch
24x7 and to avoid any disruption to traffic.
Central Railway on its South East Section i.e. between
Karjat and Lonavala, 52 Tunnels were inspected,
Boulder scanning was done. Moreover, 74 Watchmen are
being deployed at different locations and 54 Patrolmen
are being deployed at identified beats to keep a watch
24x7 and to avoid any disruption to traffic. Another
innovative initiative is the construc tion of Tunnel portal
extensions of tunnel no. 48 & 31 in South East Ghat
section. This will prevent the falling of Boulders on
Track.
Capacity augmentation of the waterway
Pipe pushing via micro tunnelling between Kurla and
Vidyavihar stations, two pipelines with 1.8 metre
diameter of 70-metre-long have been pushed taking
advantage of the lockdown increasing the capacity of
culvert.
Augmentation of waterway of existing bridge with
insertion of RCC Boxes between Vadala and Raoli
section will increase the waterway capacity. Similarly,
the waterway is augmented at Tilak Nagar Bridge with
insertion of RCC Boxes at Tilak Nagar Station creating
an 4.9 metre extra opening to increase the waterway
capacity.
Also, enhancement of bridge waterway by insertion
of RCC Box adjacent to existing bridge between Panvel
and Karjat, has increased the waterway capacity and
1.8 meter diameter pipe was pushed between Badlapur
and Vangani to increase the water flow. Taking
advantage of the lockdown, Central Railway has
replaced the steel girder with PSB slab of the important
Waldhuni Bridge.

INFRASTRUCTURE AND MAINTENANCE
New Initiatives
Jawans + RPF Staff as quick response teams.
ll A RPF Flood Rescue Team is being formed in
collaboration with NDRF.
ll Critical FOBs identified & staff deployed for crowd
control.
ll Re-roofing of platforms (9 Stations completed) CSMT suburban PFs, Tilaknagar, LTT, Mankhurd, Sion,
Guru Teg Bahadur Nagar, Masjid, Sandhurst Road,
Reay Road.
ll Improvements to platform surfaces (10 Stations
completed): CSMT, LTT, Kalyan, Khadavli, Asangaon,
Igatpuri, Palasdhari, Matheran, Badlapur,
Chunabhatti
ll Extension of Cover over platform (5 Nos platforms
ll MSF

completed) - Panvel, Sandhurst Road, Reay Road,
Cotton Green, Diva
ll A Workshop on Crowd Management also conducted.
ll CCTVs at vulnerable locations in GHAT with flood
lights.
ll Improved communication system in Tunnel and Ghat.
(leaky cable and VHF)
ll Additional static watchmen at vulnerable locations

24X7 Control Room
CR Control office, which is working round the clock,
will keep close liaison with Meteorological Department,
Disaster Management cell and staff deputed at flood
prone areas for continuous monitoring and constant
update.

Modification and Improvement of Jolarpettai Yard to Enhance
Speed and Safety of Operations

Before

After

J

olarpettai Junction Railway Station serves as a
major railhead under Chennai Division of
Southern Railway handling over 190 train
services daily. Southern Railway is carrying
out major infrastructure and safety works during
lockdown to obviate disruptions to passenger train
operations. Upgradation of 4 Km long Jolarpettai yard
taken up during this period has paved the way for
enhanced Speed and Safety of train operations at
Jolarpettai.  This vital yard modification work at

Before

Jolarpettai yard was taken up on May 14th and
completed on 21st May, 2020. This will improve the
speed of train operations. The existing permanent
speed restriction of 15 kmph would be completely
relaxed and trains can now be operated at 110 kmph
without any speed restrictions. This would result in
substantial reduction in journey time of trains passing
through Jolarpettai. This saves 20 minutes in a single
trip and 40 minutes for round trip of turn around trains
to Bangalore, Coimbatore, etc., from Chennai

After
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The upgradation works at Jolarpettai yard also
included the following important remodeling works:
1. Provision of main electronic interlocking cabin, aux
iliary interlocking cabins and three object controller
huts. This transformation from the aged route relay
interlocking to modern electronic interlocking would
ensure safe train movement synergizing the
relationship between points and signals.
2. Elimination of three diamond crossings (1 in 8.5 m).
This would improve the safety and reliability of train
operation by removing the complex layout.
3. Conversion of two 2.2 degree reverse curves into
simple curves and thereby increasing the speed
potential from 80 kmph to 100 kmph.

4. Creation of facilities to receive and despatch train
simultaneously towards Bangalore by creating
isolation to goods yard.
5. Provision of 3 sand humps to isolate the through
goods lines and common loop from the main line
6. Replacement of 40 double end points and six single
end points with new point machines
7. Renewal of 42 main signals and 24 subsidiary signals
8. Replacement of 165 track circuits
9. Provision of BPAC with HASSDAC at Salem and
Bangalore ends
10. Interlocking of last non interlocked LC gate in
Chennai division has been completed during this
work.

SWR Taken Up Regirdering of Tunga Bridge in Lockdown

N

ationwide lockdown was imposed since March
25 to avoid spike in Covid-19 cases. To prevent
spread of COVID, passenger train movements
have been suspended. Workforce of Railways is
relentlessly working to run freight and parcel trains to
move essential goods and parcels across the country.
Also utilizing this time, SWR is taking up intensive
maintenance works. Many track and bridge works are
going on all over South Western Railway. SWR is
extensively carrying out safety and maintenance works
on the rail network which was not possible, without
affecting passenger train operations and without taking
blocks during the otherwise busy train schedules.
Converting the unprecedented extended lockdown
into an opportunity, Bridge Organization of SWR has
taken up regirdering work of Bridge No.86 on the Tunga
River near Shivamogga starting from 28.4.2020. This is
an important bridge connecting Chikmagalur to
Shivamogga Town. This important bridge between Birur
and Talguppa has 15 spans of 18.30 m each - Steel plate
girders. The work of replacing the girders is being taken
up at a cost of Rs. 7 Cr.
The existing steel girders are of non-standard Meter
gauge. The same were retained for Broad Gauge. They
are now re-braced and are being replaced with 25 Tonne
fit loading standard steel girders. The height of the
bridge is about 20m from river bed. Permission to take
up the work during the lockdown period has been
obtained from Shivamogga District Administration.
The work is being executed under guidance of Shri
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Vijay Agarwal, PCE and Shri Kaushal Kishore, CPD/Bridge
Works. Two 250 T Capacity Road Cranes, one 110
Capacity earth moving machines and one Road Trailer
are being used for movement of materials. In addition
one 15 T Capacity Hydra Crane, lifting jacks and gas
cutting equipment are involved in lifting and cutting
materials. The SWR working staff at this site include 16
Bridge Staff, 22 P Way staff and 5 S&T staff. In addition
25 contract labourers have been hired for carrying out
other works. The regirdering is targeted to be completed
by 02.05.2020.
All staff working on bridge have been provided with
safety equipment and also wearing masks and sanitizers
to safeguard against the spread of Covid-19 virus. Outside
labourers are also being provided food and
accommodation with all precautions against spread of
virus. They are also being counseled by engineers to
maintain social distancing and personal hygiene during
work and otherwise. SWR is not only carrying out regular
maintenance but
also working
nonstop for the
summer and
upcoming
monsoon season
preparedness
which is challe
nging for train
operations.
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Railway Women at the Front Steering Suburban Trains for Essential Staff :
Corona Warriors at Work

M

otorwomen Mrs. Mumtaz Kazi & Mrs. Manisha
Mhaske -Ghorpade steer the local trains with
full protective gears. While discharging their
responsibility amidst the #coronavirus
pandemic threat, the only message they want to tell the
passengers is BE SAFE and LET OTHERS BE SAFE. In an
exemplary display of grit and determination, women
corona warriors in Central Railways, play a vital role in
ensuring the smooth running of
the locals for the essential staff
during coronavirus pandemic.
Motorwomen, Guard, Railway
Protection Force personnel,
Station Manager, Booking Clerk,
Ticket Checking Staff, Women
involved in maintenance
activities like OHE, Track, Signal
& Telecommunications, Rolling
stock etc, Pointswomen, Medical,
Sanitizing worker are the
frontline staff come in direct
contact while working the local
trains.
Mumbai metropolis is one of
the cities affected by the global
virus. In addition to the threat to
public health, the economic and
social disruption threatens the
livelihood and wellbeing of
millions. As Mumbai suburban
network, being the lifeline of the
city, Central Railway has started
running select local trains for its
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essential staff as identified by the
State Government.
Mrs. Manisha MhaskeGhorpade, the Motorwoman in
full safety gears, face shield and
mask, had driven CSMT to Panvel
local train on harbour line. After
completing her duty appealed to
the passengers to take all safety
precautions while travelling in
the local train and gave a clarion
call “Be Safe, Be Alert!” Mrs.
Manisha wearing commitment on
her sleeves thanked Central
Railway for giving her an
opportunity to serve the Nation
during this time. Similarly, Mrs.
Mumtaz Kazi also exhibited
extreme commitment in driving
the local from Thane to CSMT &
back. Mumtaz is happy with the
safety measures and safety gears
provided by Railways like face shield, sanitizers, masks
and gloves. Other women frontline staff also took the
mantle of responsibility to work with all safety gears and
take precautions to defeat the Covid spread, like local
train guard, station manager, booking clerk, ticket
checking staff, the RPF lady constable, pointswomen,
sanitizing workers, women involved in maintenance
activities etc. All play a cohesive role in protecting,
safeguarding and transporting
the passengers. As these women
call us to be safe & take
precaution, the world will see
them as brave corona warriors.
These are few examples of
Corona warriors of the numerous
behind-the-scenes keeping CR
running
APPEAL
It is also requested that
travellers follow medical
protocol like wearing of mask
and maintaining of social
distancing as mandated for
COVID19 for their own safety.
Only the essential staff as
identified by the State
Government will be permitted to
travel by these selected
suburban services. Others are
requested not to rush to the
stations. Together we can fight
Corona.
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Central Railway Innovation – Robotic Captain ARJUN for Screening &
Surveillance in its Fight against Covid-19

I

ndian Railways in its endeavor to
protect & safeguard the passengers &
railway staff from Covid19, has
introduced various innovative
measures. Central Railway added another
feather in the cap to its many innovation
during this lockdown. Railway Protection
Force, Pune today launched a Robotic
‘CAPTAIN ARJUN’ (Always be Responsible
and Just Use to be Nice) to intensify the
screening & surveillance. This Robot was
launched to screen passengers while they
board trains and keep a watch on antisocial elements.
The Robotic Captain ARJUN was
launched online today evening by Shri Arun
Kumar, Director General (RPF), Railway
Board in the presence of Shri Sanjeev
Mittal, General Manager, Central Railway,
Shri Atul Pathak, Principal Chief Security
Commissioner, Mrs. Renu Sharma,
Divisional Railway Manager, Pune, Shri Alok
Bohra, Chief Security Commissioner and
Shri Arun Tripathi, Divisional Security
Commandant, Pune Division. On this
occasion, Mr. Sanjeev Mittal, General
Manager appreciated the innovation by the
Railway Protection Force and said “The
Robotic Captain ARJUN will protect the
passengers and the staff from any possible
infection and also its surveillance will
provide enhanced security”.
Captain ARJUN is equipped with a
motion sensor, one PTZ camera (Pan, Tilt,
Zoom Camera) and one Dome Camera. The
Cameras use Artificial Intelligence
algorithms to track suspicious activity and
antisocial activity, has an inbuilt siren,
motion activated spotlight H-264 Processor,
there is also an in-built internal storage for
recording in case there is a network failure.
Captain ARJUN does thermal screening and records the
temperature in digital display panel with a response
time of 0.5 seconds and if temperature is higher than
reference range, it sounds an abnormal automatic alarm
with a counting capacity of 999. Captain ARJUN has
adopted a two-way communication mode, voice and
video and also speaks in local language. It is housed with
speakers to spread awareness messages on COVID19.
Captain ARJUN also has a sensor-based sanitizer and
mask dispenser and can move. The robot has floor
sanitisation facility with good battery backup. It has
rugged wheels which supports all kinds of surfaces. The
Brain Child behind this innovation of ‘Captain ARJUN’,
Shri Alok Bohra DIG/RPF, Central Railway said “The high
infection rates among multiple segments of people

across the world have hampered efforts to tackle
COVID-19 pandemic that prompted us to consider
robotic screening. Captain ARJUN can be deployed for
multiple uses and it is an effective element in station
access control and will augment the station security
plan”. The success of this Artificial Intelligence enabled
Robotic Captain ARJUN will give enough protective cover
to the Passengers while undergoing the screening with
no manual encounters at the same time its surveillance
feature will prove to be a great deterrent to any unusual
occurrences and will ensure security in the railway
premises. This innovation will add another feature to
modern security measures introduced by Indian
Railways.
We can fight together COVID19.
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East Coast Railway Organised Seminar on Bio-Diversity
√	Railways Are Focusing on Environment Protection
Through Pollution Control Measures.
√	Stress on Need for Tree Plantation on Large Scale

O

n the occasion of World Environment Day, a
seminar on Environmental issues in Trains and
Railway premises was organised at Rail Sadan
on the theme “Bio Diversity”. General Manager,
East Coast Railway Shri Vidya Bhushan in his address
focussed on Environment Protection through Pollution
Control Measures especially in case of Water Pollution
and Solid Waste Pollution. Shri Vidya Bhushan also
stressed on different environmental protection
measures like Effluent Treatment Plant (ETP), Sewerage
Treatment Plant (STP), Automatic Coach Washing Plant,
Rain Water Harvesting Plant, etc.
Speaking on the occasion, former Advisor of MoEF
(Ministry of Environment and Forests), Dr. V. P.

Upadhyay spoke about the relationship between BioDiversity and Scientific Afforestation and also stressed
on need for plantation of regional/local species of
plants on a large scale. Additional General Manager Shri
Sudhir Kumar also spoke on the occasion.

Northeast Frontier Railway has Transported more than 100 Rakes of Coal, POL and
Cement for Use in Various Sectors

F

ulfilling its commitment to ensure availability of
important raw material and fuel through its
freight train services to meet the requirements
of the power, transport and key infrastructure
sectors during the nationwide lock down, NFR has
transported huge quantity of Cement, Coal and POL
products to every nook & corner within its jurisdiction
apart from power houses located in various states. Due
to relentless operations of Railways, all power plants
and Petroleum depots have comfortable stock with
them in spite of COVID-19 related nationwide lock
down.
During the lockdown period from 25th March to 30th
April 2020, NFR transported 36 rakes of POL for
unloading at various states within its area. 6(six) such
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POL rakes were unloaded at the Ramnagar IOC siding of
Tripura to meet the requirement of that state. 4 (four)
rakes were unloaded at Patharkhola IOC sidings near
Lumding, 2 (two) POL rake were unloaded at Gumto
siding of Arunachal Pradesh, 6 (six) POL rakes were
unloaded at New Guwahati and 7 (seven) POL rakes
were unloaded at the Bharmaputra Cracker Polimar
Ltd, Dibrugarh. 10 (ten) such POL rakes were unloaded
at New Jalpaiguri and 2 (two) at Malda Court stations.
Similarly, 6 (six) rakes of cement were unloaded at
New Guwahati, 5 (five) rakes in Barpeta, 2 (two) rakes
each at New Tinsukia, Dekargaon and Harmuti stations.
And 1 (one) rake each at Silapathar, Dibrugarh and
Haibargaon stations to fulfil the requirement of cement
for constructions related works in nearby areas. 4
(four) rakes of cement were unloaded at Bathnaha, 3
(three) rakes at Purnea, 2 (two) rakes at Kishanganj and
1 (one) rake at Katihar to meet the need of local areas. 2
(two) rakes of cement were also unloaded at Dalkhola
and 1 (one) rake at New Jalpaiguri of West Bengal.
Moreover, NFR also carried 67 coal loaded rakes
from various parts of the country, which includes 55
rakes of coal for thermal power house at Salakati,
Assam and 12 (twelve) rakes at other locations for
industries which uses coal for other purposes.
It is needless to say that this effort of NFR helped in
avoiding the scarcity of essential POL products in all
the states within its jurisdiction apart from helping the
construction activities and keeping the thermal power
houses and other allied industries in running conditions
to keep the wheels of the economy moving in this
critical period.
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Parcel Special Trains of NFR Helping Small Farmer & Producer

T

ransportation of essential items like medical
supplies, medical equipment, food, etc in small
parcel sizes is very important during the
lockdown in the wake of COVID-19. In order to
fulfill in this vital need, Indian Railways has made
railway parcel vans available for quick mass
transportation by traders, E-Commerce entities, and
other customers including State governments.
NFR is also running time-tabled parcel trains in
Guwahati - New Jalpaiguri, Guwahati - Agartala,
Guwahati - Dibrugarh, Guwahati - Mendipathar and
other routes to transport essentials and other items for
various NE states. These parcel trains have also come
to the rescue of small farmers and growers who are
now availing the parcel train facility to transport their
produces to nearby bigger markets and earning profits.
Otherwise, all of their produces would have perished
due to lack of transport mode due to lockdown.
NFR is also stopping these parcel trains at various

small stations so that local
producers, farmers or growers
who are in need can transport a
small quantity of items.  
Materials for loading are now
coming from various self-help
groups comprising villagers and
actual growers without the
involvement of any middlemen.
Commodities like green ginger,
fresh lemon, fresh betel nuts,
organic tea, organic ginger etc
are being loaded from many
small roadside stations with no
previous record of such loading.
While gingers and lemons were
mainly booked by farmers from
Arunachal Pradesh, fresh betel
nuts were booked by the farmers of Nagaland. Farmers
from the Tinsukia area mainly booked tea and other
items. By allowing such stoppages of the parcel trains,
NFR has captured the market for transportation of new
commodities through railways; and poor farmers and
producers of various remote states are also able to earn
significant amounts by selling theirs produces in bigger
cities easily. Items like organic ginger, organic tea, and
lemon are of high demand and going to places like New
Delhi, Secunderabad etc. About 83 tons of such items
were loaded on 7.5.2020 in the Dibrugarh - Guwahati
Kissan COVID Parcel Special train. Another 22890 kgs
of organic turmeric having high medicinal value were
loaded and transported to Secunderabad from
Guwahati in COVID Parcel Special train on 7.5.2020.
Fresh lemon, betel nuts, tea, ginger etc produced by
small farmers of Arunachal Pradesh, Nagaland, Assam
are being loaded in COVID Parcel Spl train.

Safety Bulletin “Sankalp” was released by Shri Sanjive Roy, General Manager, N. F. Railway on 11.05.2020.
The safety performance of all the five divisions of NFR was also reviewed through video conferencing.
AGM, NFR and PCSO, NFR along with other senior officials were present on the occasion
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The 1st Phase of Manoharabad Kottapalli New rail line project completed
in a record time of 24 months

ç

A

new railway line for a distance of 31 kms
between of Manoharabad - Gajwel constructed
as a part of Manoharabad - Kottapalli new Rail
line project in Telangana region is completed
and commissioned in all aspects. This new railway line
fulfils the long-cherished dream and aspirations of the
people hailing from Gajwel area. Commissioning of this
new railway line gives impetus for socio economic
growth of this region and brings hitherto unconnected
areas into rail map. Manoharabad - Kottapalli new rail
line project was sanctioned in the year 2016 for a
distance of 151 kms with a detailed estimated cost of
Rs 1160 crore, for which foundation stone has been laid
in the year 2016 by Hon’ble Prime Minister Shri
Narendra Modi. The project is being executed in 5
phases and completion of the 1st phase between
Manoharabad - Gajwel for a distance of 31 kms marks
new accomplishment of rail projects in Telangana.
Manoharabad - Kottapalli is a prestigious project in
the state of Telangana and passes through hinterland
areas of five districts of Telangana connecting
important towns like Gajwel, Siddipet, Textile hub of
Telangana i.e., Sircilla and temple town Vemulawada.
Once the project is completed, it will provide direct and
shortest rail connectivity to Karimnagar from the
capital city of Telangana. This is a cost sharing project
with 2/3rd cost by Railways and 1/3rd cost is being
borne by Government of Telangana. The total land for
this project is being provided free of cost by Telangana
state government including annuity for the first five
years. The 5 phases of the project are: Phase – I : Manoharabad-Gajwel (31 km)
Phase – II : Gajwel – Kodakandla (10 km)
Phase – III : Kodakandla – Siddipet (34 km)
Phase – IV : Siddipet - Sircilla (37 Km)
Phase – V : Sircilla – Kothapalli (39 km)
Salient Features of newly commissioned Manoharabad
- Gajwel new rail line
ll Manoharabad - Gajwel new rail line connects
Manoharabad in Medak district and Gajwel in
Siddipet District with enroute two halt stations
namely Nacharam & Elkal Begumpet.
ll To complete this new line a total 500 acres has been
acquired in a short span of one year from Medak and
Siddipet Districts.
ll The work was started in 2018 and the section of 31
kms was completed within a record time of 2 years.
ll Meticulous planning has been done to execute this
project which includes rehabilitation of houses at
Appayapally village and planning of diversions
across busiest National Highway No. 44 (the longest
North - South National Highway connecting Kashmir
and Kanyakumari).
ll Manoharabad junction station was commissioned
well in advance to ease the rail panels movement
into the section.

ç

South Central Railway : New Railway line Between Manoharabad - Gajwel
Commissioned

ll For

the first time on South Central Railway, a bow
string girder of span 51 meters was launched near
Gajwel outer ring road to facilitate the mega
planning to be executed by Gajwel Urban
Development authority.
ll Pre-Stressed Concrete (PSC) Girders casting depot
was established in advance to avoid delay in const
ruction of bridges. Around 01 lakh cubic metres of
ballast was collected in advance for linking the track.
ll The track alignment passes through the difficult
terrain of 04 major Hillocks. Around 22 lakhs cubic
meters of earth work in embankment and 12 lakhs
cubic meters of earth work in cutting including 04
lakhs cubic meters of rock cutting was completed.
ll Total 61 bridges were constructed including 04
major bridges and 45 minor bridges. All the surface
Level crossings were avoided by providing major &
minor RUBs and ROBs.
ll PSC girders were used for construction of all major
bridges and all these girders were launched with
high power cranes. Road over Bridges were
meticulously planned in the cuttings to reduce the
approach cost.
ll Tunnel Audit was constructed to facilitate the under
ground irrigation canal system of Kaleswaram Project.
ll The new railway line section is constructed without
any level crossing gates.
Shri Gajanan Mallya, General Manager, SCR expressed
happiness over successful completion of the new line
between Manoharabad - Gajwel , while complimenting
Shri Amit Goel, Chief Administrative Officer (Constru
ction), SCR, Shri N. Sita Ram Prasad, Divisional Railway
Manager, Hyderabad Division and other senior Officials
and staff who played an active role in completion of the
project. He opined that this new railway line will not
only be a step towards development of transportation
sector in this region, but will also be a source of empo
werment for many, making travel to the metro cities
comfortable and easy.
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Bengaluru Division Observes World Envirnoment Day : Launches
Tree Plantation Project

O

n 5 June, 2020 Bengaluru Division of South
Western Railway organized various progrmmes
and activities to mark World Environment Day.
Shri Ashok Kumar Verma, Divisional Railway,
Manager, Bengaluru Division along with other Officers
and Residents of Railway Colony planted saplings at Gita
Sar Vatika in MG Railway Colony. Saplings were distri
buted to Staff of the Division. Environment day pledge
was taken in all offices and Railway Stations across the
Division. Observance of Health protocol such as wearing
of masks and social distancing were ensured in the events.

Treee Plantation Under Koti Vruksha Sainya Launched
Later, Shri Ashok Kumar Verma launched tree
plantation project in association with Koti Vruksha
Sainya (KVS) by planting saplings near Railway Track at
Jalahalli, between Yesvantpur – Lottegollahalli Railway
Stations. Shri Ashok Kumar Verma administered
Environment Day Pledged to those who were present in
the event. Speaking on the occasion shri Ashok Kumar
Verma said that the saplings that have been planted
under KVS were not planted by the Division earlier. He
informed that more trees will be planted to encourage
afortestation. Many NGOs, Social Workers, Environmental
Experts in Bengaluru have studied and come to the
conclusion that to increase Green Cover in Bengaluru, to
increase Ground-water levels and to reduce pollution, the

only practical option is to plant trees. Bengaluru is in the
middle of a crisis with highly depleted ground water,
high pollution and very low number of trees per person.
As a part of BBMP’s Koti Vruksha Sainya, South Western
Railway of Bangalore Division also joined together in
order to create mini forests, bio-diversity parks,
neighbourhood trees to tackle these problems. The aim
of KVS is to plant only native local species selected by
experts, and 2 years of maintenance of these plants.

ithout dominated by COVID-19 dread, RCF
Kapurthala decided to resume its
production activities and reopened on 23rd
March, 2020 with the permission of District
administration. Since then, RCF has recovered with
swift pace and has reached up to 75% of its manpower
back to work and production work is steeping new
heights again.
RCF reopened in a systematic phased manner. All
precautionary measures were taken at work places
before calling up the staff for work i.e. sanitization of
offices and shops, installation of touch free washbasin
and soap dispenser at entrance and exit points, distant
marking for making queues with social distancing. In
initial phase, the employees staying inside the RCF
premises were joined the duty with their proper
screening and examinations. Production resumed with
maintaining all safety precautions and social distancing
protocol at workplace. Individuals were given a safety
kit having set of mask and hand gloves, sanitizer, soap
and safety precautions to be observed at workplace.
In 2nd spell, manpower staying outside the campus
except those staying in metropolitan or Red zone/
containment zone has also joined the duties from 18th
May. All employees went through screening and
submitted self declaration regarding health status.
Persons who came from one time Contractual workers,
who were without work due to lockdown, have also

been taken on work in large numbers after proper
screening and examinations. Safety kit has been issued
to each contractual worker too and counseled for
observing all safety measures on work place. As a
result, no of coach production per day jumped to 4
coaches per day and expecting an average of 5 coaches
per day for remaining days of the month which will be
more than the average per day production of last
financial year. Employees are observing all safety
precautions at work place and maintaining social
distancing protocol. Work places are regularly sanitized
with sanitizing machines. Medical team is available
round the clock for assistance and thorough monitoring
of the unit.

RCF on a Path of Fast Recovery

W

Shri Ashok Kumar Verma planting saplings during
World Environment Day
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RDSO Develops High Capacity Rail Milk Tank Van
milk tank may prove to be a boon for milk
industry as will help in safe, economic and
quick transportation of milk. The milk
cooperative sector and consumers will be
greatly benefited by this milk tank since
milk from regions like Gujarat will be easily
transported to metro cities and other areas.

R

DSO in association with M/s RITES has
developed Rail Milk tank Van (VVNH-1) with
higher carrying capacity i.e. 44660 liters. This
van can run up to 110 kmph for transportation
of milk, by attaching with Mail/Express and Passenger
trains. It will facilitate fast, economic transport of milk
from producers / suppliers to consumers. Approval for
regular running at 110 kmph is expected to be received
shortly. In the milk tank, special stainless steel double
barrel shell with PUF insulation is used to keep the milk
chilled during transport. During COVID19 period, the

ll

ll

ll

World Environment Day 2020 Observed at RDSO

W

orld Environment Day was celebrated in
RDSO on 05.06.2020. This year's theme is
"Biodiversity". Director General of RDSO,
Mr. Virendra Kumar lighted a lamp in New
Conference Hall, following the social distancing and
chaired a seminar organized on this occasion
To spread awareness on various aspects of
Biodiversity, a seminar was organized in which 04
officers gave the presentations. The first speaker Sri
Praveen Khorana, Exec. Director / Works, said in his
address on the subject of biodiversity that initiative have
been taken in RDSO in this direction, and a medicinal
park is established in the premises of RDSO and planting
of shady trees was also done. Air purifying plants have
been placed inside the various offices of the city so that
environment friendly atmosphere is created at work
places.
In the same sequence, Mrs. Jyoti Bhaskar, Director /
EM, has told the importance of biodiversity and said that
all of us should not make excessive changes in the ecosystem of nature to balance the environment for human
welfare. Otherwise it will have to suffer its consequences.
On this occasion, Dr. Sangeeta Sagar, the Chief Medical
Officer, has explained the various good effects and side
effects of biodiversity on health and explained the
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Salient features
ll The temperature of milk does not rise
beyond 1.7oC in 72 hours.
ll Social relevance: Movement of milk
over longer distances joins market
with producers. Milk production is
largely in co-operative sector and will
benefit large number of people.
ll More economic: Due to increased
payload, unit cost of movement will
come down.

Environment friendly: This encourages movement
of milk on rail which consumes less fuel and
generates less CO2.
Faster movement: Milk vans are designed to run at
110 km/hour speed which is much higher compared
to road.
Indigenous effort: The design has been made with
totally indigenous effort and manufacture is being
done with local industry.

sequence of tempering with biodiversity leading to the
origin of the corona virus global epidemic.
The final presentation of this seminar was on the topic
"Biodiversity Hotspots in India" by Mr. H.K. Raghu, Exe
Director/UTHS. In his address he spoke that in our
country, Western Ghats, Himalayan mountain range,
Indo-Burma region and Sundaland are four are the
hotspots of biodiversity and they should be protected at
any cost.
At the end of the seminar, Director General / RDSO
Shri Virendra Kumar also highlighted the importance of
biodiversity and exhorted RDSO to do extensive tree
planting and water conservation to make the
environment pure and balanced. He also said that the
design of the rail coaches will have to be designed in
such a way that the water consumption inside the
coaches is reduced and it should be environment
friendly.
On this occasion, Additional Director General, Sri
Ramesh Pinjani and Principal Executive Director Sri R. K.
Mishra were also present. It was watched live through
webinar by officers and staff in all the Directorates of
RDSO following the guidelines issued for Covid-19 by the
Ministry of Home Affairs.
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IRCON, NIIFL and AYANA Sign an MoU for Solar Energy Sector

I

rcon International Limited [IRCON], a Miniratna
(Category-I) Schedule - A Public Sector Enterprises
has signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)
with National Investment and Infrastructure Fund
Limited (NIIFL) and Ayana Renewable Power Private
Limited (AYANA), a NIIF platform company to explore
and collaborate on opportunities in the solar energy
sector.
According to the MOU, NIIFL and IRCON will evaluate
strategic partnerships across infrastructure projects
and have agreed in-principle to identify, bid and execute
solar energy projects through joint ventures/
consortium arrangements. The partnership will further
consider suitable opportunities for solar energy
production for Indian Railways as they intend to
increase the share of renewables in their overall energy
mix. This collaboration will enable execution of
renewable energy projects at scale by utilizing the
complementary strengths of all partners.
Commenting on the MOU Shri S.K. Chaudhary,
Chairman & Managing Director, IRCON, said, “Through
this collaboration, we are diversifying our business in
solar energy sector. Further, this collaboration is
aligned with Government of India’s policies on
renewable energy sector and we believe solar energy
sector has enormous opportunities. We hope our
association with AYANA and NIIFL to explore projects
in solar energy sector will be rewarding to all
stakeholders’’.
Sujoy Bose, Managing Director & Chief Executive
Officer, NIIFL, said, “We are pleased to partner with
IRCON and AYANA to invest into suitable projects in the
solar energy sector. Given the vast untapped potential
of this sector and our focus on making sustainable
investments, we are confident that through this
partnership we will be able to develop solar projects at
scale and through them bring further efficiency into the
energy mix in India.”
About Ircon International Limited (https://www.ircon.
org/; BSE: 541956; NSE: IRCON)
Ircon International Limited is a Miniratna (Category
- I) Schedule A Public Sector Enterprise and a leading
turnkey Construction Company in the public sector
known for quality, commitment and consistency in
terms of performance. The core competence of IRCON is
in Railways, Highways & Extra High Tension substation
engineering and Construction. The company has
executed projects operated in the areas of Railway
construction including ballast less track, electrification,

tunneling, signal & telecommunication as well as
leasing of locos, construction of roads, highways,
commercial, industrial & residential buildings and
complexes, airport runway and hangars, metro and
mass rapid transit system, etc. IRCON has widespread
operations in several states in India and other countries
(Malaysia, Nepal, Bangladesh, South Africa, Algeria and
Sri Lanka). Company has completed more than 128
projects in more than 24 countries across the globe and
383 projects in various states in India.
For more information contact:
Shri Surajit Datta, CGM/Finance & Chief Investor
Relation Officer, Ircon International Limited
Tel: 011-26530459, E-mail: surajit.dutta@ircon.org

About Ayana Renewable Power Private Limited
(AYANA)
AYANA is an independent power producer with 800
MW of renewable energy projects under development
and an objective to support climate change initiatives,
as well as develop significant capacity in less developed
Indian states. AYANA is an institutionally managed
platform and its shareholders include National
Investment & Infrastructure Fund (NIIF), Green Growth
Equity Fund (GGEF- a fund set up in partnership
between NIIF and the UK Government for investing in
India’s clean energy infrastructure); along with CDC
Group Plc., the world’s first Development Financial
Institution and a subsidiary of the UK Government. The
shareholders have agreed to invest USD 330 million
cumulatively in the Ayana platform.

About NIIFL
NIIFL is a fund manager that invests in
infrastructure and related sectors in India. An
institution anchored by the Government of India, NIIFL
is a collaborative investment platform for international
and Indian investors. NIIFL benefits from its association
with the Government yet is independent in its
investment decisions being majority owned by
institutional investors and managed professionally by a
team with experience in investments and
infrastructure. NIIF aims to make commercial
investments in the sector at scale. NIIF Limited
manages over USD 4 billion of capital commitments
across three funds, each with its distinct investment
strategy. The funds have investment mandates to invest
in infrastructure assets and related businesses that are
likely to benefit from the long-term growth trajectory
of the Indian economy.

Writers and Contributors
Writers are invited to contribute original general articles on subjects like SHORT STORIES,
TOURISM, HEALTH, YOGA, CINEMA, GARDENING, MEDITATION, COOKING, SPORTS,
FAMOUS PLACES ABROAD, TREKKING etc. in 800-1000 words/poems/quiz/puzzles. Relevant
pictures along with article may be sent only on Email ID editorindianrailways@gmail.com. A
suitable remuneration shall be paid after its publication. 
–Editor
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DARJEELING
and

Vinita Srivastava
ED/ Heritage, Railway Board

THE KANCHENJUNGA

T

he well acclaimed
O’Malley’s District
Gazetteers needs no
introduction or explanation.
His Gazetteers have become
historical documents depicting oldworld pictures of the districts,
giving us a glimpse of the way our
ancestors lived. It is a pleasure to
read them. We can also profit from
them as they give us a perspective
for our evaluation of the present—
we have changed and are changing
at a pace which would have been
unthinkable to our forefathers, and
for our understanding of this
change we have to go back to
O’Malley
L. S. S. O’Malley was an officer of
the Indian Civil Service serving the
Government of West Bengal in the
District of Darjeeling where the
present day Darjeeling Himalayan
Railway operates.
Bibliographical Note :The present
Gazetteer was first published in 1907
under the series Bengal District
Gazetteers, by the Bengal Secretariat
Book Depot, Calcutta. Size : 22 X 14
cm; Pagination ; XIV, 2311st Reprint :
January, 2001]
Satyajit Ray’s film Kanchanjangha
is a masterpiece of Bengali films.
And the setting where it takes place
is Darjeeling—the queen of the
hills—the queen who wears a girdle
of shining jewels around her waist.
Yes, that’s the actual meaning of the
name “KanchanJangha” in the local
dialect. Each of the film’s frames of
this Black & White Ray classic are a
tribute to Darjeeling and the

sublime beauty of the hills
surrounding the supreme peak of
the KanchanJangha. Though
innumerable people visit Darjeeling,
the aspects of the place affect each
visitor differently. It is many things
to many people.
To some it is merely a cool
summer place which affords relief
from the scorching sun. To the sick
and the suffering, it is a sanatorium.
To the holiday makers, it is a place
for frolic and fun. To those worn by
cares and anxieties, it is a resort for
temporary respite. To practical men,
it is an ideal place for transaction of
some business. And it is this last
category to which the film’s main
character, the father and family
patriarch belongs. The story weaves
a narrative of two families who went
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from the hot plains of post-colonial
Calcutta, one headed by this
patriarch, to finalise his daughter’s
marriage negotiations. Life,
relationships, nationalism,
individuality and the hills – no
theme is left untouched. Yet Satyajit
Ray’s film KanchanJangha is replete
with music and meaning but limited
in dialogue. Some people go to
Darjeeling to enjoy the sheer
beauties of nature. But whatever
may be one’s purpose of visit and
however indifferent one may be to
the physical beauties of the place whether one notices it or not, the
Kanchanjangha is always there
looming large in the horizon. With
the song, the greenery and the train
whistles, heard but never seen, the
film is almost a spiritual experience
celebrating Darjeeling’s majestic
mountains.
Great places acquire a genius of
their own not only for scenic beauty
but also for other reasons. Indeed
Gibbon was at first undecided about
the subject of his magnum opus.
During his European tours a visit to
the eternal city of Rome moved him
so deeply that he had no longer any
difficulty in choosing his subject.
The hill station of Darjeeling
undoubtedly exercised a similar
influence on Satyajit Ray. The
Himalayas are the highest and one of
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Sunset in The Kanchenjunga

the most beautiful mountain ranges
of the world. They have fascinated
the Indian mind from time
immemorial. Indian mythology and
literature are full of the Himalayas. It
is the gateway to the heavens. It is
the abode of innumerable gods and
goddesses. It contains a large
number of places which are sacred to
them. That Satyajit Ray was deeply in
love with Darjeeling there can be no
doubt. Not only did it inspire him to
make the film Kanchanjangha but we
also find him coming back again and
again to the hills in the delightful
stories he wrote for children.
Apart from the famous Everest
there are a number of peaks almost
equally high and permanently
covered with snow, wonderfully
arrayed in a unique order on the
northern horizon. At Darjeeling,
visually the grandest of them all of
course, is the Kanchanjangha. And
the grand view they collectively offer
is nowhere to be found in the whole
world. There are many beautiful
places in the world but we do not
know of any such place receiving the
kind of tribute which Satyajit has
paid to the Darjeeling hills. His film
is an ode to the beautiful and the
sublime mountain spirit.
Ever since it was built by the
British in the early part of the
nineteenth century, the magnificent

hill station of Darjeeling has
attracted travellers from all over the
world. To the British it was their
home away from home. To make it
more homely they planted oaks and
junipers and many other exotic
plants and trees. Forests were
reserved and felling of trees was
strictly controlled. Special municipal
regulations with suitable building
rules were made to guard against the
danger of landslips. Charming little
cottages came to adorn its terraced
slopes. Roads and railways were laid
to make it more easily accessible.
Those who could afford it, built their
houses and took refuge there
whenever the scorching heat and
sultry summer climate of the plains
made life unbearable. In time it
became the beloved of all
irrespective of the differences in
rank and riches.
Darjeeling was made the summer
capital of the province of Bengal. Tea
was planted by the British in its
valleys and slopes. In no time the
place developed and prospered.
From an unknown little hamlet of
two hundred and odd souls it
became a big and beautiful place
frequented by people from all over
the world.
O’Malley then asks - “How about
taking a break and getting away from
this insane world at least for a while
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and go to a place where the world is
wide, the skies are high, the air is fresh
and bracing and you feel, like the poor
young man of the film, as if your heart
is broadened and you are not small
but big as a giant? Yes, we may follow
him and go to Darjeeling.”
And how shall we reach there? The
advice of the writer of the “Guide and
Souvenir - Darjeeling And Its
Mountain Railway”, published by that
Railway Company in 1921 and
included in a reprint of O’ Malley’s
gazetteer of Darjeeling, seems
tempting and well worth taking.
“The journey by that little train is
something out of this world and in
recognition of this it has been recently
included by the UNESCO in their World
Heritage List and we have published
their letter of recognition in this
volume. Once we are there how shall

we go on our excursions? Here again
we would like to take the same
author’s advice. In this age of space
travel in travelling by superfast modes
of transport there is only going and
arriving but no real pleasure of
travelling. We are sure to miss many
surprises which every bend of the road
holds for us and which money can’t
buy.
The nameless flower gathered by
the engineer in Satyajit Ray’s film by
the protagonist for the young girl, is
much more precious and pleasing to
her than the ornaments of gold he had
presented to her. In a bush which
perhaps even the ubiquitous motorcar
cannot reach may be glimpsed, as the
bird-watcher of the film to his joy
found, a beautiful bird which has been
given up as lost forever.”
In this present day world, when a

pandemic has forced us into
introspection and lockdown,
Darjeeling and its heritage mountain
railway holds a promise of travelling
back in time to when things were
simpler. And Satyajit Ray’s
Kanchenjangha is perhaps the timetravel machine best suited to
transport us into that era. Whenever
you travel next to Darjeeling, see the
film before you go, and on the way
take time out to explore the charming
wayside stations, tiny museums and
heritage galleries that dot the entire
heritage route. When the train has
climbed the mountain, look around,
and breathe deeply the majestic
mountain air. It has healed humans
for centuries. Maybe it holds a lesson
for railways and for humanity even
now.
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Signaling and Telecommunication Systems over view on Bhaupur – Khurja Section of
Eastern Dedicated Freight Corridor
Shri Mahesh C. Yadav
Dy CSTE/RE/Ambala(Rtd) IRSSE, Chartered Engineer (I)
MIE, MIRSTE, MIRT, MIUT, MIMA

M

inistry of Railways (MOR),
Government of India has
planned to construct a
Dedicated Freight Corridor
(DFC) covering about 3330 route
kilometers on Eastern and Western
Corridors. The coverage of Eastern
Corridor is from Ludhiana to
Dankuni and Western Corridor from
Jawaharlal Nehru Port, Mumbai to
Rewari / Tughlakabad / Dadri near
Delhi. There will be a linkage
between two corridors at Dadri.
Dedicated Freight Corridor
Corporation of India (DFCCIL) is a
Special Purpose Vehicle set up under
the administrative control of
Ministry of Railways to undertake
planning & development,
mobilization of financial resources
and construction, maintenance and
operation of the Dedicated Freight
Corridors. DFCCIL was incorporated
in October 2006 under Indian
Companies Act 1956.
The plan to construct dedicated
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freight corridors across the country
marks a strategic inflexion point in
the history of Indian Railways that
has essentially run mixed traffic
across its network. Once completed,
the dedicated freight corridors will
enable Indian
Railways to improve its customer
orientation and meet market needs
more effectively. Creation of rail
infrastructure on such a scale unprecedented in independent India
– is also expected to drive the
establishment of industrial corridors
and logistic parks along its
alignment. The DFC project entails
construction of mostly double-track
electrified railway lines. The bridges
and formation will be designed to
allow movement of 32.5 ton axle
load while the track structure will
be designed for 25 ton axle load
operating at maximum speed of 100
Kmph. The Eastern Corridor will
handle single stack containers
whereas Western Corridor is

planned to cater to double stack
containers. Upgradation of
transportation technology, increase
in productivity and reduction in unit
transportation costs have been
taken as guiding principles for
formulating the project. Various
operating systems, motive powers,
signaling and work processes are
required to conform to these broad
perspectives. Eastern DFC Route will
be approximately 1839 Km long from
Dankuni to Ludhiana via Dankuni –
Asansole – Dhanbad – Gaya – Sonnagar
- Mughalsarai-AllahabadKanpurTundla-Aligarh-Khurja Bulandshahr – Meerut – Saharanpur
– Ambala - Ludhiana. Proposed
alignment of DFC in Bhaupur – Khurja
junction section has, generally been
kept parallel to existing Indian Railway
line except provision of detours at
Etawah, Tundla, Hathras, Aligarh and
Hapur. The design and build contract
in Bhaupur – Khurja section (343
Kms) of Eastern Dedicated Freight

Corridor (EDFC) is being financed
by the World Bank.

Signaling System over view
Entire stretch from New Bhaupur
to New Khurja will be provided
with automatic signaling system.
Automatic Signalling is provided in
the block sections and main lines of
the stations. Trains will run
observing automatic/ semiautomatic signals en-route- which
in normal conditions will be set for
a through and uninterrupted run.
The Single line tracks connecting
DFCCIL Junction stations and IR
stations is:
Provided with Absolute block
signaling with block/slot
working. Interfacing (UFSBI)
with IR station.
The LC gates in the section shall
be protected with semi-automatic
Gate signals. The Gateman shall be
provided with audio visual
‘Approach Warning’ when the train
hits theApproach warning track
section. Once the gateman has
closed the gate and the train has
Reached the approach locking track
section, the LC gate barriers will
get ‘ApproachLocked’. The route
will then get automatically set and
gate signals get cleared if the
relevant track sections ahead are
clear. The route will get
automatically released afterpassage
of train beyond LC gate. The
Signals, Points, LC gates, Trackvacancy detection systems and
other signalling equipment at the
stations and in the block sections
will be controlled/monitored
byElectronic Interlocking (EI)
located at stations and along the

route. The ElectronicInterlocking
architecture including their size,
numbers and locations shall be
determinedby the contractor’s
design. The OFC required for
communication between the EI is
being provided Digital Axle counter
technology is used to provide
primary train detection function at
the Stations and the Block sections
using MSDAC with RDSO specs. The
Quad cable is Iaid for
communication between the
Evaluator and track devices. All
trains and vehicles shall be
positively detected, whether
moving or stationary, under all
modes of system operation..
The Power supply for the
Signaling system at the Stations
and in the Block section is provided
using Integrated Power Supply
(IPS)/Uninterrupted Power Supply
(UPS) system
A centralized Operational
Control Centre (OCC) for entire
Eastern Dedicated Freight Corridor
(Ludhiana-Khurja-Dadri-BhaupurMughalsarai) sections has been
constructed at Allababad along
with the Regional Office of Eastern
Dedicated Freight Corridor.
The OCC have office of all the
controllers such as Traffic Controllers,
Track Controller,Traction Power
Controllers, Signal Fault Controller etc.
who will monitor and manage all train
operations and associated activities,
including maintenance of entire EDFC
from the OCC. The OCC have system
for the Train Management system
(TMS) and the ‘Traction Power SCADA
Control system’.
The Train Management
System (TMS) is provided in OCC

will collect real time data of
Important Signaling functions of
stations and of block sect ions and
display it in the OCC.
For this purpose, the OFC
required for data communication is
being provided Controller(s) at the
OCC is provided with an overview
of the railway on a Video Wall,
sufficient to supervise and monitor
train movements across the whole
railway and will control train
operations by voice command using
the Telecommunications system
provided.
While the Traffic controllers at
OCC will manage overall train
operations, the Railway control at
local level will be managed by Station
Masters located at the stations
along the route. Station Masters
will require an appropriate display
and sufficient control to support
their activity under both normal
and abnormal railway operations.
The Station Masters will receive
train service and management
information from the Traffic
Controller locatedat the OCC.
The ‘Traction Power SCADA
Control system’ is provided for
remote control the Traction power
substations. Video wall for display
of SCADA system shall, however be
provided by the Signalling system A
Back up OCC will come up in future
at DFCC Corporate Office, Noida. It
will be common to DFCC Eastern
and Western Corridor and will take
over controls in case of
Exigencies/breakdown. The
work of backup OCC is not included
in the present scope of work.It is
anticipated that Centralized Traffic
Control (CTC) and Train Protection
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Warning System (TPWS) may be
required in the future, therefore
system provided under this Contract
is demonstrable to be “future
proofed” for the same.

Electronic Interlocking
EI of ALSTOM is provided with
Latest RDSO specif ication 2011 and
capable of interfacing with TMS
&TPWS using serial/Ethernet /OFC
ports. All interlocking inputs,
outputs and associated cables,
circuits suitable to 2x25KV AC
traction. Electronic Interlocking is
inter connected with adjacent inter
locking on OFC with Protection on
redundant path.
EI ensures

 oute locking after route
R
setting
llRoute holding when train passes
through route set
llApproach locking after route
cancellation when train
approach the set route including
gate & signals
ll

Telecommunication Systems

Optical fibre communication
System
l Data Network System
l Master clock System
l Telephone System
l	
Mobile Train radio
communication System
l VHF Communication system
l Video surveillance System
l	

Optical fibre communication
System
The highly reliable and available
OFC network is designed as two tier
network. with both these network
First Network- connection
(Operation control centre) and
stations, including a connection
extension from “New Bhaupur”
station to the RCIL POP at Bhaupur
(IR) as well as from RCIL POP at
Subedarganj (Allahabad)IR to OCC
and Second Network connecting
stations with nearby Auto section
Locations {ALH(Auto location Hut
)},GSM-R Locations, RH(Relay
Hut),TSS(Traction Substation),
SP,SSP,IMD9 integrated maintenance
Depot),IMSD ( Integrated
Maintenance Sub. depot), Staff
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residential Quarters etc The flexible
Access multiplexer9FAM) network
connects with both these network
over proven Technology of SDH
(Synchronous digital Hierarchy) as
per ITU-T RecG.803 and is used to
create Sub 2 MBPS (E1)Channels
that can be transported from any
location on these networks to any
other location on the on the
network. The provided SDH
Topology is constructed in dual ring
structure with path diversity .SDH
system is created using STM-16 and
STM -4 Add/Drop multiplexer units
with optical line Terminals
connected through OFC cable.

Data Network System
An extensive data networking
system is provided for meeting the
packet data communication
requirements of Bhaupur-Khuraj
section. Data networking system
which is a wide Area Network
(WAN) inter–alai covers OCC (at
Allahabad), TSS (Traction substation
), IMD (Integrated maintenance
depot), and IMSD(Integrated
maintenance sub depot). This WAN
shall provide suffiCient bandwidth
to cater for the packet data commu
nications requirements of Bhaupur
–Khurja Section of EDFC for the
other applic at ions such as FOIS
(Freight operational Information
system), CMS (crew management
system, & WMS (Wagon mana
gement system. WAN shall provide
high degree of availability by
operating on an independent Optical
fibre ring using OFC laid along
UP&DN Tracks of EDFC. Bandwidth
from RCIL will be hired at Bhaupur
RCIL Pop and Subedarganj (IR).
Ethernet services as EPL (Ethernet
private line), EVPL (Ethernet Virtual
private line) and ELAN (Ethernet
Local Area Network) can be
extended to Auto section locations,
GMS-R Locations, LC Gates, SP
(Traction power sectioning Post), SSPs
using EoS (Ethernet on SDH) of OFC
System. For OCC Building at
Allahabad, all junction stations &
crossing stations WIFI facility is
provided for WAN connectivity to
users includes drivers of passing

trains via wireless enabled devices
and equipment’s.

Master clock system
Master clock system is providing
“Synchronized time Information
‘using GPS (Global positioning
system) as time source. Master clock
system is based on a ‘central master
clock ‘which is synchronized to UTC
(universal time coordinated )by
Radio signals transmitted via GPS
real time navigation satellites. The
time source sent to a central master
clock unit which converts it to
synchronize pulsed for use of slave
master clock units at various
locations using NTP by Ethernet
interface. Slave clocks may be
digital or analog. Each of the
systems that requires Synchronized
time Information is connected to the
OCC or station LANs and obtains the
information using NTP from the
master clock.

Telephone System
In order to provide EDFC-1 with
the state of art product in Private
telephone Network equipment,
ALCATEL designed a solution based
ALCATEL OMNI PCX ENTERPRISE
(OXE) PBX. The Telephone system
provides voice communication
between locations equipped with
Telephone console/sets with in
DFCCIL premises and other defined
locations. The Telephone system
comprises of Administrative
Telephone Network, Direct Line
telephone Network, control
communication system and
Emergency Communication system.
Control communication system is
provided to meet omnibus voice
communication requirement of
Traffic control between OCC and
stations. Emergency communication
system provides an omnibus
communication channel between
OCC and all automatic Signals
throughout the section. Telecom quad
cable is provided for emergency
control communication system.
Administrative communication
have established with IP Video
Phones, Digital Telephones, &
Analog Phones at OCC, Stations,
interfacing IR Stations, GSM-R
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locations, SPs, SSPs, IMDs IMSDs
staff residential quarters as required.
The IP Telephony server is installed
at OCC and connected with each PBX
using IP Link over WAN on E1 link.
The link between the main PBX and
satellite PBXs is using digital trunk
lines at E1 level. A voice mail system
(VMS) is also provided and integrated
with PBX Network to enable admin
Telephone users to leave, retrieve
and broad cast voice messages. VOIP
based telephony network consists of
call servers, media gateway, IT
Network, IP Phones (IP Voice phones.
IP Video phones, NMS etc.
Voice recording System (VRS) is
provided for :

–Mobile Train radio communication
System (MTRC)
Mobile Train Radio commu
nication (MTRC) System is based on
GSM-R for wireless voice and data
communication to support the ope
ration and maintenance requirement
of EDFC. MTRC System is being
provided by Indian Railways in
Ghaziabad-Kanpur section of IR. As
such in sections, where track
alignment of Bhaupur–Khurja section
of EDFC is running parallel to the
existing Ghaziabad-Kanpur section,
BSSs (Base station sub-systems) of
Indian Railways of Indian Railway
will be shared by DFCCIL.
However, in sections where track
alignment of Bhaupur-Khurja Section
is taking a detour and cannot be
served by BSSs of Indian Railway.
The new BTS (Base Trans receiver
station) and BSC (Base station
controller) is provided to ensure RF
(Radio Frequency) coverage in the
detour section. Also NSSs (Network
sub systems) of MTRC System of
Indian Railway used for GhaziabadKanpur section will be used for
MTRC System Bhaupur-Khurja
section of EDFC.
The GSM-R Voice recording system
(VRS) is used in Railway telephony
System to record a safe and
redundant way the operational
communication, especially between
dispatcher, train staff and Railway
maintenance workers and shunter.
The recording is used later for
liability matters & post incident

analysis in case of railway accident.
The industry proven cab radio,
MESA23, has been proposed as a
mobile train radio system for voice
and data transmission used for
railway internal communication
between fixed and mobile subscribers
or mobile subscribers together. The
Hand held OPH (operational purpose
radio hand set) and GPH (general
purpose radio handset) sets are
intended for use in digital train,
construction and shunting appli
cation as well as if applicable, for
operational and maintenance radio
applications.it is also proposed ind
ustry proven short message Centre for
EDFc GSM-R network. It provides
enhance features to get revenue from
both person to person (P2P) and
application to person (A2P)
Messages.

VHF communication
VHF communication system is
created at stations using 16 channel
25watts VHF Transreceivers with
simplex press to talk working .Omnidirectional antenna for 25 watt VHF
Transreceiver is mounted on a
suitable pole/mast at aheight of 15
mtrs from the ground level. The 5
watt multi-channel VHF wakie-Talkie
Sets are provided for commination
between train driver to station
master and maintenance staff
working in yard & depot. Provision of
voice recording of conversation
taking place on 25 watt VHF
Transreceiver will be provided
through voice recording equipment’s.
The recording is date and time
stamped along with stamping of
station identity and VHF channel
identity .storage of voice
communication follows FIFO(First –
in –first out) methodology with 4
weeks storage capacity, there is also
an Ethernet interface port through
which recorded voice can be
transferred to laptop for replay or
taking backup on CD/DVD.
Video surveillance System
The Video surveillance system is
provides effective real time video
surveillance of OCC Building complex
and all 5 TSSs (Traction sub stations
Umari, Sikohabad, Ibrahimpur, Biruni
& Itgaon in EDFC. The Video sur

veillance system is based on nonproprietary open standard Archi
tecture affording interoperability of
hardware, software, OS, Networking
etc.
Video surveillance system also
provides centralized video recording
system for post event analysis. Video
surveillance system is end to end IP
Based system with IP Fixed/PTZ
dome Video cameras, video
management system & recoding
system and LED Monitors. Video
recording at HD resolution, 25FPS for
all cameras, is capable of operation
for 24 hours Per Day, 365 Days
preferably stored for at least30days
at HDD resolution, 12FPS. All
equipment of video surveillance
system, works on 180-270 V 50hz AC
1phase supply from UPS. The
internal clock for VSS is synchronized
to within 1 second of master clock
system at all times.
Video surveillance system
provides online display of video
images on LED monitors located in
the Security control room and oper
ation control Theatre in OCC Building
complex. For On line monitoring,
data network system is installed on
OFC by installing 8 port Layer-2 swi
tches having 10/100/1000 SFP Port
(Fibre port) and 7 Ethernet ports
with RJ45 Connectors with PoE
(power on Ethernet) in field. L-2
Switches supports Telnet, SNMP
(Simple Network Management), v1/
v2/v3, NTP (Network time proptocol),
SSH (Secure shell), v1/v2 and FTP
(File transfer protocol) 7 Consol port
RS 232 interface. Ethernet. Ethernet
output from the IP Cameras are
connected to the nearest field switch
through CAT-6 STP cable and field
switch is connected to central switch
on OFC Cable. 24 Port layer-3 switch
are provided at TER of OCC with OFC
input from the field from field
switches installed in field and gives
Eaternet connectivity to server and
work station. Video surveillance
system equipment is installed in TER
in OCC. The Security controller and
Chief Controller in OCC are
simultaneously retrieve recorded
videos. All recorded videos are
associated time and date stamped
superimposed onto the videos.
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Irish Celtic Symbol
resembles with Hindu
Sarpent Hood Symbol

Celtic and Vedic Culture :
Conjoint Twins of Civilization
Shri Pallab Mukhopadhyay
Former PRO/S E Railway

P

erhaps no two great ancient cultures other than
Celtic and Vedic Culture share more parallels. A
deep rooted affinity runs between them, what
is present in one is mirrored in other. Myths,
Gods, Goddesses even fairy tales bear a striking
similarities. The existence of the Celts was first
documented in the seventh or eighth century B.C.
The Celts were a Caucasian civilization that possibly
formed in 1200 BC (Iron Age) somewhere in Austria and
migrated to inhabit Scotland, Ireland, Wales and other
neighboring countries. They existed with all their might
in warfare and uniqueness in language and technology
during reign of Roman Empires and withstood several
attacks by Romans. The Roman Empire, which ruled
much of southern Europe at that time, referred to the
Celts as “Galli,” meaning barbarians. However, the Celts
(pronounced with a hard “c” or “k” sound) were anything
but barbarians, and many aspects of their culture and
language have survived through the centuries. By the
Third century B.C., the Celts controlled much of the
European continent north of the Alps mountain range,
including present-day Ireland and Great Britain.
It is these islands off Europe’s western coast in which
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Celtic culture was allowed to survive and thrive, as the
Roman Empire expanded on the European continent.
Beginning with the reign of Julius Caesar in the first
century B.C., the Romans launched a military campaign
against the Celts, killing them by the thousands and
destroying their culture in much of mainland Europe.
Caesar’s Roman armies attempted an invasion of Britain
at this time, but were unsuccessful, and thus the Celtic
people established a homeland there. Many of their
cultural traditions remain evident in present-day Ireland,
Scotland and Wales. In fact, the Romans built Hadrian’s
Wall (remnants of which still stand today) near what is
now the border between England and Scotland, in 120
A.D. The wall was designed to protect the conquering
Roman settlers from the Celts who had fled north.
The Celts were a collection of tribes with origins in
central Europe that shared a similar language, religious
beliefs, traditions and culture. Indeed, the Gaels, Gauls,
Britons, Irish and Galatians were all Celtic tribes. The
Celts spread throughout Western Europe—including
Britain, Ireland, France and Spain—via migration. In the
3rd century BCE, the Celts stretched from Ireland in the
west, through to the central plain of Turkey in the east;

HISTORY

Battle between Romans and Celts

north from Belgium, down to Cadiz
in southern Spain and across the
Alps into the Po Valley of Italy. They
even impinged on areas of Poland
and the Ukraine and, if the amazing
recent discoveries of mummies in
Xinjiang province of China are
linked with the Tocharian texts, they
even moved as far east as the area
north of Tibet. Celtic region and
culture varied from country to
country depending on climatic
conditions, vegetations and
availability of food and other micro
factors.
Their legacy remains most
prominent in Ireland and Great
Britain, where traces of their
language and culture are still
prominent. The Galatians occupied
much of the Asturias region of what
is now northern Spain, and they
successfully fought off attempted
invasions by both the Romans and
the Moors, the latter ruling much of
present-day southern Spain.
Evidence of Galatian tradition still
remains in the region today.
Descendants of the Galatians
participate in ancient outdoor
dances, accompanied by bagpipes,
an instrument that is mostly
associated with more well-known
Celtic regions such as Scotland and
Ireland. In addition, a Celtic symbol
called the “Cruz de la Victoria”
(similar to a Celtic cross) adorns the
regional flag. The Galatians also
settled in nearby Galicia, a region on
the northwest coast of Spain.
Britons and Gauls settled in the
northwestern corner of present-day
France, the region known today as
Brittany Celtic tradition survived in
the region as it was geographically
isolated from the rest of France, and
many festivals and events can trace

their origins to Celtic times. In
Scotland, the Celtic language Scots
Gaelic is still spoken, although by a
minority, and the local affiliate of the
British Broadcasting Corporation
(BBC) is known as BBC Alba, the
Celtic name for the region. Of sixteen
million people who make up those
populations, almost 2.5 million now
speak a Celtic language as their
mother tongue. The Celts were a
very early branch of the IndoEuropean, or Aryan, family which

stretches back some 7,000 years, or
even earlier, to the Pontic-Caspain
region of the Russian Steppes.
Interestingly the name Eden means
“steppe”, not garden. Also, Adam
means “rosey-cheeked.” One with a
Biblical bent can envision the Celts
as the first true Aryans, the original
Adamic bloodline. There is no doubt
with the leadership of their god-king
Indra the Aryans invaded India,
perhaps at an earlier date than
considered by the Max Muller, who
placed the Aryan invasion at around
1500 B.C.E. If we accept a more
extreme chronology we push this
dispersal back to 4,000 – 3500
B.C.E., long enough for the Aryans to
establish the Harrappa civilization.
The easiest of parallels to be
drawn between Celtic and Vedic
peoples must be that of the Druids
and Brahmins. The Druids and
Brahmins were both the priest and
philosophers of their respective
cultures. The Druids of the ancient
Celtic world have a startling kinship
with the Brahmins of the Hindu

Celtic Regions
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Vedic Swastika Symbol

religion and were, indeed, a parallel
development from their common
Indo-European cultural root which
began to branch out probably five
thousand years ago. The Druids
were not simply Priesthood. They
were the intellectual caste of ancient
Celtic society, incorporating all the
professions: judges, lawyers,
medical doctors, ambassadors,
historians and so forth, just as does
the Brahmin caste. In fact, other
names designate the specific role of
the “priests.” Only Roman and later
Christian propaganda turned them
into “shamans,” “wizards” and
“magicians.” The scholars of the
Greek Alexandrian school clearly
described them as a parallel caste to
the Brahmins of Vedic society.
The word Druid, according to
Pliny the Elder (1 CE), is related to
the Greek word for the Oak tree,
‘Drus’. The root of which is ‘Dr’ and
it is to be found in several Aryan
Languages. The second syllable is
thought have originated from the
Sanskrit word ‘Vid’, meaning
knowledge which is also the root of
Vedas. The Celtic root ‘Dru’ which
means “immersion” also appears in
Sanskrit. So a Druid was one
“immersed in knowledge.” Its
ancient Irish culture has retained
the most clear and startling parallels
to Hindu society till time of its
Christianization in the 5th century
CE.
Druids and their daily activities
of bathing in river is a mirror image
of that of the Vedic Brahmins who
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bathe during the first hours of sun
rise in rivers. Greek historian
Tacitus on the striking bathing
similarity between the Druids and
Vedic Brahmins remarked “so
emblematic of the Brahmins”. The
Druids and the Brahmins occupied
a similar place in the social
hierarchy of their cultures. Both
formed not only the spiritual elite
but the intellectual caste of society
and represented the highest
advisory body for every aspect of
policy making and state
administration. The Druids and
Brahmins were both the priests and
philosopher and wise one of their
land. They were seers and teachers.
They were free to wander the
lands and to whom the worrier and
kings (in Sanskrit Rajan and Righ in
old Irish) turned for counsel and
advice. In Vedic culture Caste
system called Varnashrom shows
four social strata, sanctified by Rig
Veda book No 10, hymn 90:12 read
with book No 1 hymn 113:6.
Varnashrom is also referred by
Yajur and Atharva Veda. In Celtic
culture society had three tiers i.e.
Bard, Vate and Drid. Historical
evidence of this found in the writing
of Strabo (40 BCE- 25CE). According
to Caesar’s writings, the Druids
were “held with great honour by the
people.”
There existed a definite relation
between Sanskrit, the literary
language of the Indo-Aryans and
some of the principal languages of
Europe origins from a common

Celtic Swastika Symbol

source was first suggested by Sir
William Jones Sir William Jones was
the first to show that there are many
common cognate words shared by
Sanskrit and European languages.
Speaking to the Asiatic Society in
Calcutta on February 2, 1786, Jones
made a statement which was soon to
become quite famous: “ …the
Sanskrit language, whatever be its
antiquity, is of a wonderful
structure; more perfect than the
Greek, more copious than the Latin,
and more exquisitely refined than
either, yet bearing to both of them a
stronger affinity,” .Professor Calvert
Watkins of Harvard, one of the
leading linguistic experts in his field,
has pointed out that of all the Celtic
linguistic remains, Old Irish
represents an extraordinarily
archaic and conservative tradition
within the Indo-European family. Its
nominal and verbal systems are a far
truer reflection of the hypothesized
parent tongue, from which all IndoEuropean languages developed, than
are Classical Greek or Latin. The
structure of Old Irish, says Professor
Watkins, can be compared only with
that of Vedic Sanskrit or Hittite of
the Old Kingdom. The vocabulary is
amazingly similar.
Not only in the field of linguistics
but in law and social custom, in
mythology, in folk custom and in tra
ditional musical form. The ancient
Irish law system, the Laws of the
Fénechus, is closely parallel to the
Laws of Manu. Many surviving Irish
myths, and some Welsh ones, show
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remarkable resemblances to the
themes, stories and even names in
the sagas of the Indian Vedas.
Comparisons are almost endless.
Among the ancient Celts, Danu
was regarded as the “Mother
Goddess.” The Irish Gods and
Goddesses were the Tuatha De
Danaan (“Children of Danu”). Danu
was the “divine waters” falling from
heaven and nurturing Bíle, the
sacred oak from whose acorns their
children sprang. Moreover, the
waters of Danu went on to create
the great Celtic sacred river–
Danuvius, today called the Danube.
Many European rivers bear the
name of Danu–the Rhône (ro-Dhanu,
“Great Danu”) and several rivers
called Don.
Rivers were sacred in the Celtic
world, and places where votive off
erings were deposited and burials
often conducted. The Thames, which
flows through London, still bears its
Celtic name, from Tamesis, the dark
river, which is the same name as
Tamesa, a tributary of the Ganges.
Not only is the story of Danu and the
Danube a parallel to that of Ganga
and the Ganges but a Hindu Danu
appears in the Vedic story “The
Churning of the Oceans,” a story
with parallels in Irish and Welsh
mythology. Danu in Sanskrit also
means “divine waters” and
“moisture.”
In ancient Ireland, as in ancient
Hindu society, there was a class of
poets who acted as charioteers to
the warriors. They were also their
intimates and friends. In Irish sagas
these charioteers extolled the
prowess of the warriors. The
Sanskrit Satapatha Brahmana says
that on the evening of the first day
of the horse sacrifice (and horse
sacrifice was known in ancient Irish
kingship rituals, recorded as late as
the 12th century) the poets had to
chant a praise poem in honor of the
king or his warriors, usually
extolling their genealogy and deeds.
Such praise poems are found in the
Rig Veda and are called narasamsi.
The earliest surviving poems in
old Irish are also praise poems,
called fursundud, which trace back
the genealogy of the kings of Ireland
to Golamh or Mile Easpain, whose
sons landed in Ireland at the end of

the second millennium BCE. When Amairgen, Golamh’s son, who later
traditions hail as the “first Druid,” set foot in Ireland, he cried out an
extraordinary incantation that could have come from the Bhagavad Gita,
subsuming all things into his being . The world of the Druids of reality is
revealing and exciting, and showing of the amazingly close common bond
with its sister Vedic culture.

The Song of Amairgen the Druid

I am the wind that blows across the sea; I am the wave of the ocean; I
am the murmur of the billows; I am the bull of the seven combats;
I am the vulture on the rock; I am a ray of the sun; I am the fairest of
flowers; I am a wild boar in valor; I am a salmon in the pool; I am a
lake on the plain; I am the skill of the craftsman; I am a word of
science;
I am the spearpoint that gives battle;
I am the God who creates in the head of man the fire of thought. Who
is it that enlightens the assembly upon the mountain, if not I? Who
tells the ages of the moon, if not I?
Who shows the place where the sun goes to rest, if not I? Who is the
God that fashions enchantments–
The enchantment of battle and the wind of change?
Amairgen was the first Druid to arrive in Ireland. Ellis states, “In
this song Amairgen subsumes everything into his own being with a
philosophic outlook that parallels the declaration of Lord Krishna in
the Hindu Bhagavad-Gita.” It also is quite similar in style and content
to the more ancient Shri Rudra chant of the Yajur Veda.

Declaration of Lord Krishna
I am the taste in the waters, Son of Kunti.
I am the syllable Aum in all the Vedas.
I am the sound in ether and manhood in men.
I am the pure fragrance in earth and brightness in fire.
I am the life in all existences and the austerity in ascetics.
Know Me, O Partha, to be the eternal seed of all existences.
I am the intelligence of the intelligent.
I am the splendour of the splendid.
I am the strength of the strong, devoid of desire and passion.
In beings I am the desire which is not contrary to dharma, O Lord of
the Bharatas.
And whatever states of being there may be, be they harmonious,
passionate, slothful–
Know they are all from Me alone.
I am not in them, they are in Me.

Celtic cosmology is a parallel to
Vedic cosmology. Ancient Celtic astr
ologers used a similar system based
on twenty-seven lunar mansions,
called nakshatras in Vedic Sanskrit.
Like the Hindu Soma. There survives
the famous first century BCE Celtic
calendar (the Coligny Calendar)
which, as soon as it was first disc
overed in 1897, was seen to have
parallels to Vedic calendrical compu
tations. Dr. Garret Olmsted, an astro
nomer and a Celtic scholar, points
out that while the surviving calendar
was manufactured in the first century
BCE, astronomical calculus shows

that it must have been computed in
1100 BCE. One fascinating parallel is
that the ancient Irish and Hindus
used the name Budh for the planet
Mercury. The term budh appears in
all the Celtic languages, as it does in
Sanskrit, as meaning “all victorious,”
“gift of teaching,” “accomplished,”
“enlightened,” “exalted” and so on.
Celtic and Vedic cultures are like two
rivers cas same mist-shrouded
mountain, Celtic and early Vedic
culture shading from the re asto
nishing similarities. A very few of
such discerning parallels between
Vedic and Celtic culture are -
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supernatural power of
Celtic cosmology recognizes
truth-saying, piety and
four interrelating worlds
honor, and eloquence in
of existence: netherworld,
gatherings. Celts honored
earth realm; heavenly
women, guarded their
realm of dead and demivirtue, and allowed by law
gods; white realm of
daughters of sonless
supreme Deities and
fathers to inherit property
energy source of stars.
or to marry kinsmen to
Vedic cosmology perceives
bear male heirs to the
three interrelating worldsfather. Seeresses were
physical; astral world of
sanctioned, and priest
dead and demi-gods;
esses for Goddesses
causal universe of Deities,
favored.
Supreme Being and primal
Vedic Hindus prized
energy; plus a fourth
womanly
virtues, and by
Pashupathynath, Shiva Worshipped in ancient Denmark
netherworld. Celtic earth
law sonless fathers could
realm is called bitus. Celtic
bequeath property to
Gods are called deuos,
daughters or arrange her
thunderbolts. Vedic God of fire is
meaning “shining one”. Vedic earth
marriage to relatives for male heirs.
Agni, meaning fire. The solar Being
world is called bhu. Gods of Vedas
Female seers were countenanced,
is Surya. The Sanskrit term for
are invoked as deva, meaning
and female ascetics tended Goddess
invocation is hotar. Celtic cosmology
“shining one”. Celtic: Departed
rites. Celts recognized 8 forms of
conceived of cosmic creation as a
souls dwelled in refined or hellish
marriage from arranged to love to
primal Person sacrifice. The Celt
lands until their next reincarnation
abduction. A bride gift was given by
term for breath is anal. For soul, the
as a human or animal.
the groom. Vedic Hindus followed 8
Celt word is anam. Vedic cosmology
forms of marriage from arranged to
In Vedic conception at death, souls
describes cosmic creation as the
love to abduction. The groom paid a
continue existence in subtle or
sacrifice of Primal Being. The Vedic
bride price.
hellish realms until entry into the
word for breath is prana. The soul in
Celts defined life stages, columns
next human or animal body.
the Vedas is atman.
of age: infancy (0-1), boyhood (2Celtic priests taught that human
The central ritual for Vedic and
11), adolescence (12-18), young
souls were indestructible, but the
Celtic was the fire sacrifice,
adult (19-45), old age (46-65),
universe ends and rebuilds through
conducted in geometric pits but
decrepitude (65+) in which enligh
fire and water in a repeating cycle.
variations in offerings was there
tening inspiration is sought. Vedic
Vedic philosophy says the universe’s
depending on the availability. Celts
society taught four ashrama stages
existence-span called kalpa-ends in a
used herbs, mead and flour cakes
of life: studentship (12-24); family
repeating creation/destruction cycle
and Vedic rishis used ghee, spices,
life (25-48); elder advisor (49-72);
through fire and water, symbolic of
rice as offerings. Celtic priests were
religious solitaire (72+), in which
primal light and sound.
called druids, meaning “knower of
the individual seeks enlightenment.
Celtic deities included Gods who
the tree, or truth.” They memorized
The Celtic ideal measure of life
actualized nature forces, promu
the entire knowledge of the Celts
was to live 100 years. The Vedic
lgated ethics, justice, knowledge,
and passed it on orally, forbidding
ideal of a fulfilled life was to live 100
speech, arts, crafts, medicine and ha
written transmission. The Vedic
autumns. Celt family unit was a
rvests, gave war courage and battled
Brahmins memorized the scriptural
group of four generations from a
forces of darkness, and Goddesses of
and societal law knowledge of the
great-grandfather. The ancient
land, rivers and motherhood. Gods
Hindus, passing it on orally,
Hindu family unit is four generations
often did multiple functions. The
forbidding writing.
from a great-grandfather.
early Vedic pantheon included
Druids studied for 20 years in
By Celt law a man owed money
deities of fire, solar, atmospheric and
strict discipleship to master their
could fast at the door of the debtornature forces, ritual stimulants,
oral, ritual, law, science and psychic
who must join the fast-forcing the
speech, crafts, arts, harvests,
arts. Brahmins studied for 12 years
debtor to pay or enter arbitration.
medicine, justice, ethical/ecological
in a gurukulam to master oral, ritual,
By Hindu law, a creditor could fast at
order, war, battlers of malevolent
mathematical, astronomical
the door of the past due debtor, who
beings, river Goddesses. Gods often
knowledge. Both Vedic ascetics and
then was obligated to protect the
had overlapping functions.
Druids practiced breathing, posture
health of the creditor and pay the
Celtic God of thunder was Taranus
and meditation techniques that gave
debt. Seeing such striking
who carried thunderbolts. God of fire
degrees of ecstasy, often acco
similarities it would not be unwise
is Aedh (pronounced uh-ee),
mpanied by intense heat in the body.
to assume that Celtic And Vedic
meaning fire. The sun Deity is Sulios.
Celts prized the magical power of
Culture are Conjoint Twins taken
The Celtic word for invocation is
telling truth, honor/piety among
birth from the same womb and
gutuater. Vedic God of rain and
men and eloquence in conversation
shared a single umbilical cord.
thunder was Indra who carried
and oration. Vedic society prized the
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Recent Initiatives of the Department of
Pension & Pensioners’ Welfare (DoPPW) to
Promote Ease of Living
Shri S. Rajagopalan

Media consultant/DoppW

T

he Department of Pension &
Pensioners’ Welfare has
successively taken steps in
the recent past date to make
life easy for the Pensioners. The
Department runs a very effective
online grievance portal
“CPENGRAMS” (Centralized Pension
Grievance Redressal & Monitoring
Mechanism) in which any Central
Government Pensioner can register
a complaint and the same is
monitored by DoPPW till its final
resolution and closure by the
Pension settling Department/
Ministry. DoPPW started a Tollfree call centre number 1800-111960 in June 2019 where
pensioners grievances are lodged.
The Department also counsels
senior citizens on their Pension
related problems on this number.
The Department got a deepdive/root-cause analysis conducted
by an independent third party. It
was seen that some Ministries/
Departments often closed
grievances routinely without
qualitative resolution. It therefore
evolved a model of on-the-spot
resolution of grievances called the
Pension Adalat. Chronic cases were
culled out of the CPENGRAM
system. The concept of Pension
Adalat entails on-the-spot
resolution of the grievances of
pensioners. These grievances are
short-listed in advance for taking up
in the Adalat. This model has been
evolved for speedy justice for the
pensioner and avoiding court cases
and undue harassment of the
pensioner, who has failed to get the
grievance resolved after
approaching his department or/and
various other stake-holders involved
in the case. Therefore, after giving
advance notice to all the stakeholders, which may involve the Head

of Office (HOO), Pay and Account
Office (PAO), Central Pension
Accounting Office (CPAO), Pension
Disbursing Bank/treasury etc. they
are called on a common platform in
the presence of the pensioner/
family pensioner or his/her
representative during the Adalat to
give an on-the-spot resolution. Four
such Adalats have been conducted

by DoPPW till now, the last one
being conducted in the Union
Territory of Jammu the very first
outside the National Capital.
With respect to NPS (National
Pension System), which falls within
the jurisdiction of the Department
of Financial Services, DoPPW
decided to start Awareness work
shops for Central Govt employees. It
therefore conducted its first
Awareness program at Jammu in
order to educate the subscribers
about the provisions of NPS and at

the same time educate the different
Departments on the Dos & Don’ts
with respect to the system. This
was followed by a detailed Q & A
session in which several doubts of
the employees as well as the staff of
different Departments handling the
NPS were clarified. The
presentation was made by the team
of NSDL, the Central Record Keeping
Agency which works under the
PFRDA (Pension Fund Regulatory
Authority) which functions under
the Department of Financial
Services.
NPS cases pertaining to Central
Government Employees, as well as
those of the UT of Jammu &
Kashmir (J&K), whose accounts
have certain irregularity were
taken up and their respective Pr.
AOs (Principal Accounts Officers)
and DDOs (Drawing and Disbursing
Officers) were advised corrective
action, so that the subscribers do
not suffer continuous loss, resulting
in lower annuity value, post their
retirement.
Keeping in view the
representations /court cases filed
by several Central Government
officials covered under the NPS
(National Pension Service) whose
recruitment had been completed
before 1 January, 2004, but who for
some reason, administrative or
otherwise, could join service only
on or after 01.01.2004, an option
has been given vide circular issued
on 17 February, 2020 to join the old
pension system, if they so desire by
giving a one-time option up to 31
May, 2020.
One of the most noteworthy
initiatives taken up by the
Department was promotion of
Digital Life Certificate. Keeping in
view the difficulty faced by those
seniors who are settled abroad with
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their children after retirement, the
Department on 20 February, 2020
brought out a circular on Conso
lidated Instructions on Life
Certificate and Commencement of
Family Pension for those living
abroad, vide which the Bank
branches abroad as well as the
Indian Embassies/Consulates/High
Commissions have been instructed
to facilitate submission of Life
Certificate and commencement of
family pension.
All Pension disbursing Banks
have been instructed vide a circular
issued on 17 January, 2020 to
provide door-step Life Certificate
facility to those pensioners who are
unable to visit Banks in the month
of November.
To provide comfort to Pensioners
aged 80 and above, O.M dated 18
July, 2019 enables them to submit
their Life Certificate w.e.f. October
1st every year instead of 1st
November. A pilot was done in 2018
in 8 cities in which Pensioners’
Associations were roped in to go
door to door and in hospitals/ICUs
with newly purchased Iris devices
to collect DLCs. This was expanded
in 2019 to 24 cities. With these
efforts, the number of successful
DLCs of Central Government
Pensioners rose radically : 2015
(2,53,889), 2016 (8,00,056), 2017
(9,71,436), 2018 (12,44,957) and
2019 (13,23,861): which reflects the
positive impact of this initiative.
DoPPW also showed the sensitive
side of the Government in power
with several reforms which touched
human lives immensely. To
enumerate a few:
Rule 54 of CCS (Pension) Rules
was amended vide notification
dated on 19.09.2019 to provide for
payment of enhanced family
pension (50% of last pay) to
families of even those employees
who die during service before
completing service of 7 years.
Earlier, the family of an employee
who died during service before
completing service of 7 years was
not entitled to enhanced family
pension.
A minimum qualifying service of
10 years is required for eligibility
for pension under the CCS (Pension)
Rules. Rule 38 of CCS (Pension)
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Rules amended to provide for
Invalid Pension @ 50% of last pay
to those Government servants who
retire due to bodily or mental
infirmity even before completing
qualifying service of 10 years.
(Notification dated 4 January, 2019
and OM dated 12 February, 2019).
The rules provide for payment of
family pension to divorced
daughters if the divorce took place
during the life time of employee/
pensioner or his/her spouse. Orders
issued for allowing Family Pension
to divorced daughter even in cases
where divorce proceedings had
been filed during the life time of
employee/pensioner or his/her
spouse but divorce took place after
their death. (OM dated 19 July,
2017).
For those who are boarded out
on grounds of disability the amount
of constant attendant allowance
being paid to disability pensioners
revised from ` 4,500 per month to
` 6,750 per month. (OM dated
2.8.2017).
For those living in non-CGHS
areas, for OPD the amount of Fixed
Medial Allowance (FMA) raised
from ` 500 per month to ` 1000
per month (OM dated 19 July, 2017).
The Department also has started
a real-time Dashboard for the CAPF
(Central Armed Police Forces- BSF,
CISF, CRPF, SSB, ITBP, Assam Rifles)
martyrs’ families. This Dashboard
is posted immediately on the
occurrence of a death of a Martyr
and the family pension is monitored
through a daily dashboard by the
Department to ensure timely
payment so that the family does not
have to run around for Pension.
Within 2 months of the Dashboard,
the pendency of Pension settlement
of Family Pension cases by the
CAPFs have been halved.
Permission of CMO/CGHS disp
ensed with for sanctioning FMA to
pensioners residing in cities/areas
not covered under CGHS.(OM dated
31/January/2018).
Co-authorization of pension for
disabled children/siblings/
dependent parents introduced in
the PPO. This would avoid the delay
and hassles of a fresh PPO by the
office in favour of disabled children/
siblings/dependent parents.

(Notification dated 1 July, 2013).
Minimum pension raised from
` 3500 per month to ` 9000 per
month. Minimum disability pension
and family pension covered under
CCS(EOP) Rules enhanced from
` 7,000 to ` 18,000. (OM dated 4
August, 2016)
A new slab of death gratuity has
been added. The family of a
Government servant dying while in
service with a qualifying service of
11-20 years would be entitled to
death gratuity @ 20 times of
monthly emoluments as against the
existing entitlement of 12 times of
emoluments. (OM dated 4 August,
2016).
The ceiling of gratuity raised
from ` 10 lakhs to ` 20 lakhs. (OM
dated 4 August, 2016)
The rates of ex-gratia lump-sum
compensation being paid to the
families of employees who die in
performance of duty has been
increased from existing 10-15 lakh
to ` 25-45 lakh, depending upon
the circumstances in which the
death occurs. (OM dated 4/8/2016).
Orders issued on 23rd June, 2017
allowing restoration of full pension
on completion of commutation
period of 15 years to all absorbee
pensioners who had taken 100%
lump-sum amount in lieu of pension
on absorption in PSUs/Autonomous
bodies. (OM dated 23/7/2017)
Orders issued for grant of family
pension to a disabled child/sibling
even in cases where disability
certificate is produced after death
of parents but disability occurred
before their death. (OM dated
25/01/2016)
Benefit of gratuity extended to
NPS employees, on the same terms
as applicable to employees
appointed before 01.01.2004. (OM
dated 26 August, 2016)
DoPPW also targeted awareness
of Pensioners/Family Pensioners
through Social Media. The Union
Minister of State (Independent
Charge) Development of NorthEastern Region (DoNER), MoS PMO,
Personnel, Public Grievances &
Pensions, Atomic Energy and Space,
Dr. Jitendra Singh launched the
Twitter “DO YOU KNOW SERIES” on
Family Pension at Jammu on 29
February, 2020
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DoPPW will now take out a series
of 30 info graphics (2 per week) to
spread awareness about Family
Pension. Through this the
Pensioners/Family Pensioners/
Departments & Ministry officials/
Bank officials/Pensioners’
Associations who would be
following DoPPW Twitter will
become aware of the Family
entitlements for which till now they
had to run around offices. Two
booklets on Family Pension, one in
Hindi and another in English were
also released by the Hon’ble
MoS(PP). It is noteworthy that the
Social Media publicity series was
launched for the entire country
from the Union Territory of Jammu.
BHAVISHYA (The online Pension
settling system with pre-fed
Pension Rules & Calculator)
Pensioners’ Portal was
immensely strengthened by adding
the facility of online pension
sanction process – ‘BHAVISHYA’
which is a software with a digitized
end to end solution for Pension
settlement. Bhavishya, has been
made mandatory for all Civil
Ministries/Departments w.e.f. 0101-2017 which means that all cases
have to be settled on this platform.
The retiree fills the forms online
and every file movement is marked
with an SMS to the retiree. There
are strict time-lines set for every
stake-holder to deal with the
Pension settlement. Integration of
Bhavishya software with all stake
holders viz. PFMS and PARAS and
e-Awas which has enabled generation
of e-PPO. This has made the concept
of e-PPO possible and approximately
16500 e-PPO have already been
generated. The e-PPO system is a
landmark in digitization of pension
processing and the Department is
now tying up with Digi Locker so
that the e-PPO goes directly to the
Pensioners’ DigiLocker and remains
a permanent record. As of now more
than 1 lakh cases have already been
processed through BHAVISHYA
software. In addition, more than
36,306 cases are at various stages of
processing through 802 offices
covering around 7109 DDOs of civil
Ministries/ Departments on-board.
Scope being expanded to cover
Union Territories (UTs).

SANKALP
With a view to reorient
pensioners towards an active
post retired life and to gainfully
utilize their skill and experience
towards nation building
activities and social work, a new
initiative namely SANKALP
undertaken. Under SANKALP
Pre-Retirement Counselling
(PRCs) are being organized for
those employees who are about
to retire in a year. In PreRetirement Counselling apart
from their pension dues,
information are also being
shared about Active post
retirement life. Pre-Retirement
Counselling Workshops (PRCs)
were held for retirees, especially
those Central Armed Police
Forces (CAPFs) posted in far
flung areas, deployed at the
frontiers including Shillong,
Jaisalmer, Jammu etc. 47 such
sessions have been conducted by
DoPPW so far. Training of
Trainers (TOT) workshops
conducted and a pool of 760
Master trainers created. These
Master trainers are able to
further conduct Pre-Retirement
Counselling (PRC) for their
employees within Departments.
The Pensioners were involved
in 24 cities to obtain Life
Certificate through digital
devices from home and hospitals
of those Pensioners who were
unable to go and personally give
LCs in Banks. 4100 such DLCs
were collected from home and
hospitals.
1224 pensioners engaged by
the Staff Selection Commission
(SSC) as inspecting officers/
members of the flying squad
during examinations in various
cities etc.
The Department involved a
number of identified Pensioners’
Associations for motivating
pensioners/citizens to organize
Swachh Bharat movement in
various parts of the country.
Several cleaning campaigns
were organized by the
Associations in Guwahati,
Bengaluru, Allahabad, Vadodara,
Assam and Bihar.

Life – Some
Random
Thoughts
Quite often I wonder as to what
exactly is human life.

Fleeting moments of triumph
surrounded by agonizing eons of
strife.

Looking around, I find it to be a
continuum of confusion

A strange mixture of limited reality
and unlimited illusion
Predictions intertwined with
contradictions
Shortenings expanding and
lengthening contractions

Hope cohabiting with extreme
despair

A system gone defunct beyond
useful repair

Positivity – a virtue – when applied
to mind, fervently sought

Abhorable to viruses as it brings the
body to a virtual naught
Disagreeable with our body system
in our diet
How can we then expect a healthy
fight!

A long, dark, tortuous tunnel with
no end in sight

Ah mighty humanity! So, this is your
plight
Ultimately, for what we do, the
Karmic Law will prevail;

Our pleadings, cajoling and crying
will be of no avail.

Better to surrender with this prayer
when nothing else can be done
GLORY TO THEE! O LORD! THY
WILL BE DONE.

This, however, has to be done post
haste

As we have not a single moment to
waste.

Shri Ashok Bhatia

Retd. Jt. Director, Railway Board
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Shri Subramanian Nagarajan

Retired Office Superintendent,
Signal and Telecommunication Branch, Southern Railway

W

it and wisdom do have
always inextricable
connections. Good
humour and laughter are
always best medicine. Sense of
humour is a gift of heart and it is a
must for every human being to get
atleast a temporary relief from both
mental and physical stress and strain.
Otherwise, we would be just dead if
not mentally retarded. Through
humour you can surely soften some of
the worst blows that life delivers. Yes,
though laughter comes naturally, it
has to be nurtured to keep our life
alive. Remember laughter is the
shortest distance between two
people. It is always better not to
forget a daily dose of humour. Let us
mix people who laugh and practice
the art of laughing.
I have served in a construction
organisation of “Remodelling” works
unit in the Signal and
Telecommunication Branch of
Southern Railway for nearly four
decades and only for the last few
years of my service I did work in
General Manager’s Office. So, my
association was more with ELR casual
labour and Class IV employees who
were mostly illiterates but innocent
and remained loyal to the
administration with due dedication to
their assigned jobs that always
involve them heavy physical labour.
Mixed with both areas of people
working from dawn to dusk in open
line and people in administrative
office with fixed timings besides
enjoying 52 sets of Saturdays and
Sundays in a year as holidays, I have
personally witnessed and exp
erienced many interesting events of
jokes that always gave us relaxation
now and then. Keeping in mind the
culture and etiquette, I narrate few
from innumerable ones to the extent I
am able to recall my memories at this
old age and it all will certainly make
you laugh. Undoubtedly, those who
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are experienced with official working
environments can enjoy these in
good spirit and in more loving ways
by imagining relevant situations
aptly.
A clerk with poor English
language, while directing a person to
certain outstation wrote thus:”Please
find enclosed the person to meet you
to carry out the works”. Taking a
chance, the head clerk suggested him
to arrange a large size cover to fit the
person to be enclosed.
One day a head clerk with equal
wave length replied to a penalty
advice with a request at the end: “I
may kindly be apologised”.
Once a head clerk was being fired
for his mistake and at the end, in a fit
of rage, the officer questioned him
“which fool promoted you?”; A true
reply came spontaneously from the
innocent head clerk “You Sir!” The
tense situation just vanished but
filled with joy of laughter by those
present.
One cunning clerk who used to
pretend to be so dear to an officer
sent a proposal for a transfer of his
junior, when he himself was to be
transferred actually. At the receiving
end, the name was changed later in
the last minute by the same officer
after he came to know of the facts
but without the knowledge of this
clerk. One fine morning when he was
on leave the order was released and
the officer endorsed on it to “relieve
him immediately” and went for a
week’s leave to conduct his dau
ghter’s marriage. On return from
leave, the clerk had a rude shock to
find his name in the transfer order
and the endorsement thereupon. On
the day the officer joined duty, he
took the order to him with hope to
get it reversed as proposed originally,
as if the officer was not aware of this
twist. Unfortunately as an insult to
injury, the officer simply crossed the
word “immediately” and instead

wrote “today”. Besides this joke was
enjoyed for many days, people also
learnt a lesson that those pretend to
be loyal would get punished for their
bad deeds.
A head clerk used to check every
copy of typed sheets for the reasons
not known to us and as such, we used
to mock his act behind him but only
till he explained that it was not
uncommon that the carbon papers in
between the manifolding sheets could
have been folded resulting of leaving
blank paper and fifth or sixth copies
would be too illegible, in which case,
they would be written clearly. We
realized his sincerity to ensure
perfection leaving no room for doubt
at a later date.
An Officer used to award the credit
of “Outstanding” in a person’s
confidential report every year
regularly. All those around him were
well aware of this person’s incapacity
of doing any office work except the
talent of attending the personal needs
of his immediate officer. Only after his
joining our retired fraternity, during
our chat, the officer revealed the
mystery: “Even at midnight 12 O’clock
he would fetch me whatever I wanted
even if it was coriander leaves and
who else would have served me this
way?”. I had no further questions to
him.
An officer was put incharge for
weeding out old records. As the target
time left was too short, he found that
it was practically impossible to go
through all of them to decide what
was necessary and what was not.
Fearing a day would come that he
could be caught for loss of important
records if any, he arranged to take
Xerox of the entire papers and then
destroyed them and gave 100%
compliance report.
Once there was an urgent paper to
be got signed by the Head of the
Department and to be sent to Railway
Board immediately. Because the HOD
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was on leave, the dealer suggested the
Office Superintendent to get it signed
by any other officer “for HOD”. He OS
humorously responded that there was
no one to sign so, as everyone there
was only “against HOD”.
There was a khalasi to fetch us
coffee or tea from the nearby Egmore
Railway Station when we were funct
ioning at Egmore area. One day it so
happened that some ordered for tea
and some coffee. After a while, he
came and offered the drink. None was
able to realize what the liquid was.
When enquired he told us that he had
bought three cups of coffee first and
then another three cups of tea and
got poured in the only flask available
and served us Tea and Coffee in
reverse order from the flask under
the impression that what was poured
second would come out first. Quite
puzzled with his statement, we all
poured down the mixture but laughed
at his innocence.
They were the initial days when
calculators were not available at affo
rdable rates for common men’s use,
totaling of long run amounts that too
with fractions in expenditure ledgers
was always a great task and a junior
clerk assigned this job would be
taking a very long time to complete
the work. Whenever we urged him,
within few minutes he would come
with the register duly entered with
some figure in total column at his
choice, knowing pretty well that it
would be again checked by his
supervisor to find the correct amount.
Therefore the clerk never worked
hard and always remained lethargic.
As the saying goes, we can only keep
the office open but cannot make
everybody to work. Is it not true for
ever?
When I asked a new typist joined
in our unit what was her speed in
typing, she shot back immediately
that it all depended on her mood.
There used to be a Day Book of
Receipts (DBR) and Day Book of
Issues (DBI) in any works unit
transacting materials. Both DBR and
DBI would be serially numbered as
and when the transactions took place
duly inserting the date(s) of dealing.
Thus we would be able to find the
total number of items so far received
or issued on any point of day. One day,
I asked a clerk to find out from the
DBR the number of items received so
far. Then for some reason I forgot it
and went ahead with some other

works. Next day I remembered this
and asked him about it. To my
surprise he told that he was on that
job only since yesterday. Only then I
was wonder struck to find that he
was sincerely started counting the
items received from day one of that
year without knowing that it was
already serially numbered and that
the last number was the one I
wanted. His foolishness was too large
to explain.
One day, during lunch time, one of
our colleagues threw his balance
meals to a dog which for some
reasons just smelled it but did not eat
it. He was embarrassed with our
comments that he just ate the meals
what was rejected even by a dog.
One day I asked a clerk to find out
when the “Good Friday” falls and he
replied immediately that it was
falling on coming Monday.
There is a Receipt and Dispatch
section in every office. In my opinion,
it is the most important portfolio in
any office to know everything that
come and go. But generally, as an
unwritten custom, only a person with
less capacity used to be posted there,
probably in order to avoid any
leakage of information if any
intelligent person occupy it. As a
result, once the dispatch clerk
straight away posted a Registered
Post in the post box and later on
caught into trouble in accounting the
stamps pasted on it. Also many a
times he used to post letters in the
post boxes without affixing stamps
resulting in their coming back to our
office with “penalty due”. On another
occasion, we were surprised to
receive our own letter by a
Registered Post only to find that this
brilliant clerk had written the “from
address” as “to address” and “to
address” as “from address”. We
experienced such happenings
frequently.
Once a peon meant to open and
lock our office, inadvertently closed
the office one evening without
knowing a dog happened to be inside
by chance. Unfortunately, the next
working day was only after four days.
On the fourth day the moment the
peon opened the door, the dog
jumped on him and ran away. By
God’s grace, he escaped from the
dog’s bite. Frightened with this event,
from then on, he became so cautious
to check the office inside before
closing every evening and learnt a

good lesson in this way.
We had a special OS with negative
talents, used to suggest the officers
differently. Once a senior employee
represented that he was transferred
while his junior was retained. The OS
immediately arranged for the transfer
of the junior also and solved senior’s
grievance.
One person always used to come
late everyday. When the supervisor
questioned him, he simply told him to
add all such late coming minutes and
debit the total to half or full day
casual leave accordingly. In the same
manner, one stenographer not only
used to come late but also used to go
earlier everyday. His argument was
something unheard in my life time till
that day. He said that his duty starts
by 9-15 AM. and as such, he would
start from home only by 9-15 and
likewise, his duty hours ends by 5-45
PM and therefore he should be at his
home by 5-45. It took a long time to
make both these to understand their
foolish concepts.
Once a tracer was questioned by
his superior as to why he was absent
from his seat for a long time during
duty hours, he replied that he had
gone to the post office outside as he
was not provided with a peon to do
his personal jobs. This was a different
thinking that no one could.
One day, a Field Inspector came to
Headquarters Office to meet an
Officer but the Officer first questioned
him how could have he left his place
of duty without his prior permission.
With presence of mind, the inspector
responded that the phone was
defunct and hence he came in person
only to seek his permission if he
could come and meet him personally.
By this, the officer had no further
questions but to smile at him. An
office superintendent once advised a
clerk sitting idle to “see the job”; “see
the job”. The clerk simply responded,
“Yes Sir, I am seeing the job (of
others)”.
When we got one of our deceased
colleague’s son appointed on compa
ssionate grounds, I used to suggest
him ways and means to improve his
work culture. One day I advised him if
he had any problem with anybody, he
could approach his immediate head
clerk well known to me. To my shock,
he told me that the same head clerk
was his only problem.
Once the moral fear of subordinate
officials towards their superiors
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started vanishing, we were afraid to
extract any kind of work autho
ritatively but only with a friendly way
or rather submissively lest they
would cause damage in any possible
manner. This changing atmosphere
made a friend of mine to reply “ I do
not order, but I do only request” to
suppliers in hotels when they asked
me “What do you order Sir?”
One day, around 12 noon, there
occurred a heated argument between
a senior clerk and the head clerk and
at the end, the head clerk shouted
“shut up your mouth”. The senior
clerk immediately became silent and
by exactly one O’ Clock being lunch
time, he asked the head clerk in a
sign/silent mode, if he can now open
his mouth to eat.
In Government offices it is not
uncommon that juniors occupy higher
grades than their seniors under
certain compelling circumstances. In
such states, few we had witnessed
personally used to sit from morning
to evening without doing any work, of
course, the fact being that they did
not know the work. (It is a different
matter of doing nothing but rising up
to occasions by persons who knew
work). While some of us were happy
that we were atleast not disturbed by
our erstwhile juniors, many others
used to keep wondering as to how it
could be possible to spend the whole
day, weeks together, months together
without doing any work. For them I
used to tell an interesting story to end
their surprise.
“There is a story about a man who
would go to a temple everyday and sit
before the sanctum in silent
meditation. The temple authorities
referred to him as the man who did
nothing. Everyday he was offered
temple Prasad to eat. Whatever was
spent by the temple was kept track of
through accounts and one of the
entries in the account book was:
“Expense of providing food for the
man who does nothing”. The Officer
incharge of managing the temple was
taken aback to see such an entry and
he said food should not be provided
to a man who did nothing. He wanted
to demonstrate what a waste it was to
give something to a man who did
nothing, but just sat in meditation. So
the officer sat down outside the
sanctum and tried to meditate too.
But he was unable to sit still after few
minutes. {He became restless and his
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mind kept thinking of many things
and he could not keep his mind
focused on God. That is when he
realized that sitting still and
meditating was not such an easy
subject} – While this story is meant
for a moral of “not worrying and not
indulging in unnecessary activities
but simply meditating on Him is
easier than done”, I just removed the
last two sentences of this story and
inserted the following: “Having expe
rienced with the gravity to remain so
with no work, he found it to be
extremely horrible. Finally, to
everybody’s surprise, he endorsed
his suggestion in the accounts book
to offer the Prasad twice a day
henceforth to the person”.
Once when I informed the
increase of the quantum of award
amount from 300 to 500 for class III
staff by the Railway Board, the HOD
simply questioned me back if the
Board did say not to continue the old
rate. What a wonderful approach?
Though I myself never came
across, it was said that few highest
level decision making authorities
used to keep only two trays for files
on their tables, one for “Abi Nahi”(not
now) and another for “Kabi Nahi”
(nor ever).
In the wake of increased postings
of that category in administrative
offices, the number of officers’ acco
mmodation was about to exceed the
space meant for office administrative
staff. I had to suggest either two or
three officers of equal rank could
occupy in single rooms or staff could
occupy the rooms of officers while
the officers could use the hall
comfortably.
Once in order to bring economy in
expenditure, one of the ways found
was to surrender the staff identified
surplus. One HOD started identifying
everyday one or two persons (posts)
and rendered them surplus. As his
speed was increasing day by day, we
imagined and expected that on any
one day if he would write and sign a
letter thus: “We are surrendering the
following staff including the
undersigned”.
Once an Anglo-Indian inspector
said to have responded to an audit
report for the shortfall of stores
items as “eaten by white ants”. When
asked to produce the evidence there
fore, to everybody’s surprise, the
inspector brought his wife and all his

six children to the Office and showed
them that they were the white ants
ate the materials. Till date, I am at a
loss to understand how the case
would have ended.
There used to be a check by
Railway Police at Workshop Gates for
incoming and outgoing men and
materials. One day two men were
taking out an empty hand cart and
the Police allowed them to go after
finding that there was nothing in the
cart. After few days the same two
men brought a handcart and that too
was allowed to go out by the Police
after due check. It went on more
times in the same manner with a gap
of a week or ten days. Lastly, one of
the Police grew suspicious and on
enquiry in their own way, they found
that nothing but the hand carts were
the ones being stolen in this way.
There was a PHOD’s Technical
Assistant Officer who would inform
all concerned in advance as usual
even on their plan for “Surprise
Inspections”.
One of our colleagues was sleepy
in nature and was doing the job of
totaling the works register which
used to be extremely in an abnormal
size of 3ft. by 2ft. When he would be
resting it on the table in front of his
face, from a certain distance, no body
could find whether he was sleeping
or totaling the accounts, for, his hand
by virtue of long practice, would be
moving up and down in a rhythmic
manner, as if he was on job of tallying
the works register. One of our
supervisory officials used to make an
open declaration among us to
approach him at any time with any
kind of problems but only with
solutions.
To pretend to be loyal to an officer,
one stenographer was in the habit of
nodding his head with “Yes Sir” to
every word of the Officer uttered. Na
turally his habit continued with eve
rybody also gradually. It finally
resulted him saying so before the
other person, either in person or over
phone, could open his mouth to
speak. Many followed suit to criticize
the Steno to indicate his unhealthy
attitude.
One day an aged head clerk, all of a
sudden, started crying in high decibel
that he had lost his vision as he was
unable to see anything in front of him.
A person who was standing by his
side found the reason and asked him
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to wear the spectacle that was lying
on his table & see. In those days,
people used to be so crazy of
calendars and diaries every new year
time. One clerk used to ring up in the
forenoon to the companies like the
officer and inform that he would be
deputing his clerk to collect some
calendars and dairies from them. In
the afternoon he himself would go
and collect and offer them to the
officers to get their smile in return.
There was a head clerk in our store
in charge with twenty to thirty
khalasis to handle the materials like
taking delivery of our goods from the
Railway station and goods yards.
Because of his known leniency, many
would not come on time in the
morning at 8 AM. This Head clerk, as
if he was so strict, would ask all those
late comers to stay outside the gate
and shout at them for their irregular
attendance. During the Afternoon
session, he would mark all of them
present for the forenoon also and
allow them to attend their jobs, with a
warning to be punctual thereafter. But
having remained outside for half-aday and enjoyed leisure time
comfortably often like this, none was
interested to come to the right path.
This head clerk’s leniency was taken
as his weakness and they continued
to enjoy this privilege till the Head
Clerk went on transfer. The same head
clerk some times put few good for
nothing khalasis to look after night
duty in the name of punishment. But,
fortunate they were, for, they would
sleep well comfortably at nights with
no physical strain of doing any work
but would be paid with Night Duty
Allowance.
Once I warned a dispatch clerk for
not having putting up the circulation
file regularly for the information of all
officers. In view of so many officers
disposing papers on various subjects
related to them, this file that contains
all their reply letters was needed to
be seen by rest of the officers who
should be kept informed thus. But the
clerk told me that no officer was
interested on this particular file and
he found it to be a waste and hence
discontinued. To substantiate his
statement in a different way, in front
of me, he just took 15 to 20 one side
papers and marked it on the top of
the folder to all the officers, nearly 12
in number. Unbelievably, after a
couple of days, we got back the file
duly initialed by all the officers

marked and I was really wonder
struck that not even one officer was
inclined to look inside the folder
what the papers were. So bad it was
and I couldn’t forget this indigestible
event.
There was a steno-typist who
does not know either a good
shorthand or a good typing. We used
to make fun of him that he did have
neither a short-hand nor a longhand. His typing specimen were
DAO/MAD (instead of MAS) and GM/
LOW (instead of LAW). However, he
used to manage to take notes from
the officers and get it typed by the
good typist in office.
Another Private Secretary of a
PHOD was not even aware of the
expansion for the abbreviation of
PCDO that we used to send every
month to Railway Board. One day it
so happened that I had a quarrel
with him and naturally he reported it
to the PHOD. I took that opportunity
to make the PHOD to understand
that his own PS was not aware what
was a PCDO which was a matter of
routine every month but the PS used
to get it typed by a expert typist in
the general section regularly. This
was a news to the PHOD about his
PS’s capacity.
A clerk habitually used to roam
outside for his personal works after
signing in the attendance register
and would be back right at the
departure time and keep the files
opened on his table as if he was still
working from morning. Noted his
tactics, an officer commented “when
all are coming in, you are going out
and when all are going out, you are
coming in”.
Let me conclude this article with a
narration about the funny style of
“Trolley Inspections” in the olden
days as told by a retired technical
inspector.
Inspection by Trolley was a
mandatory provision to check the
Railway Track conditions, besides
attending on other aspects too like
location boxes, joints, signal posts,
etc, etc. Conducting a trolley
inspection was deemed to be a great
project by the Technical Inspector. He
would by assisted by a clerk to deal
official correspondences. In earlier
days ‘clerk’ was known as ‘writer’ (in
local terms to identify the person
whose job is to write). Atleast once
in a fortnight, he had to conduct it to
ensure safety of the tracks under his

jurisdiction and give a report to
higher ups. Once the inspection is
planned to do on a certain day, there
comes the following attendant scenes.
Only push trolleys were available
then. It needed two trolley men who
by running parallel on the two tracks
will be pushing it with equal speed. It
is an extra ordinary skill they had to
run on tracks. Another pair of men
will be there as substitutes to push
the trolley in shift. On the appointed
day, the trolley would be placed on
track at pre-determined time with
due permission obtained in advance
from the SMs. of stations inbetween.
Then the Inspector wearing pant, full
hand shirt, wrist watch, cooling glass,
shoes and a hat (a style of English
men who occupied such posts earlier)
would come and sit in the trolley.
Besides the substitute trolley men,
one khalasi with some files and brief
case and other one with coffee flask,
lunch Box, water jug and a handfan,
etc., would accompany him. Also one
khalasi would stand behind him
keeping an umbrella open above his
head. With all these great pomp and
show, the Inspector would ask one of
his men to call the writer. In fact, in
Tamil language, he would pronounce
the word as “written” instead of
“writer”, for, the letter “r” at the end
of this word was considered to be a
word of respect which the Inspector
did not want to give the clerk but
would be very much interested to
show his supremacy on him. Then he
would thus leave instructions to the
clerk: “Yesterday we got a letter from
HQ, is it not? Take it and put it in our
relevant file. Prepare a reply. Put our
file number to the letter. Then repeat
the same subject of HQ letter. Put HQ
letter number & date in the reference
column. Then furnish the information
what they need. Keep the letter ready
this way and take my signature when
I return in the evening and send the
paper through a special messenger to
reach HQ tomorrow certain. Are you
clear?”. Besides a funny scene, It was
an example of humiliating the
assistants by the then ‘egoistic’
supervisory officials. At the end of
this article, please read what I have
stated at the beginning. I repeat that
those who are well experienced with
official working state of affairs can
enjoy these in good spirit and in more
loving ways by imagining relevant
situations aptly.
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Bilaspur-Manalli-Leh
Proposed Train

Bilaspur-Manali-Leh Railway Line
Shri Anil Saxena
Freelancer

Ù

T

he Bilaspur Manali Leh railway line is a
proposed high-elevation railway track connect
Bilaspur in Himachal Pradesh to Leh in Ladakh.
The track will become the highest railway track
in the world and Taglangla station will become the
highest railway station in the world. Bilaspur–Leh line
is a proposed high-elevation all-weather 1,676 mm (5 ft
6 in) broad gauge railway track that is planned to
connect Bilaspur in Himachal Pradesh to Leh in Ladakh
union territory of India It would either link to the
Indian railway network via an extension of the Kangra
Valley Railway (which would be converted to 1,676 mm
(5 ft 6 in) broad gauge) to Mandi or via railway line to
Bilaspur from Kalka.. The strategically significant 465km railway line will be the world's highest when
complete and is scheduled to be operational by 2021 end.
Move over Qinghai-Tibet Railway. By the 2021 end,
India hopes to snatch the record for the world's highest
railway line. At a height of 5,360 metres above the sea
level, the 465-km Bilaspur-Manali-Leh broad-gauge line
Piyush Goyal@ PiyushGoyal

All Weather Rail Connectivity:
Embarking on a dream project,
Indian Railways is building
world's highest Rail bridge on
River Chenab connecting Kashmir
Valley.
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Bilaspur-Bhunter 100 km Bilaspur link 50 km
Bhunter-Manali 110 km
Manali-Keylong 75 km Keylong-Sarchu 100 km

Sarchu - Tanglangla 70 km
Tanglangla-Leh 90 km Existing Ambala - Jammu
Katra 460 km Ludhiana-Amritsar - Pathankot 180
km Sirhind-Kiratpur Sahib- Amb 160 km Ambala C'digarh - Ferozpur 275 km
Chandigarh - Shimla Jogindernagar line tensions

Kaza line Chumar extn

is one of the four crucial rail lines that the Indian
Railways is building to fortify the country's border with
China. Tourists, too, have a lot to look forward to since
this all-weather railway line will halve the travel time
between Delhi and Leh to 20 hours. Currently, the
Manali-Leh road is closed for almost five months a year
due to snow. The strategically significant 465-km
railway line will be the world's highest when complete
and is scheduled to be operational by 2022.
Move over Qinghai-Tibet Railway. By 2022, India
hopes to snatch the record for the world's highest
railway line. At a height of 5,360 metres above the sea
level, the 465-km Bilaspur-Manali-Leh broad-gauge line
is one of the four crucial rail lines that the Indian
Railways is building to fortify the country's border with
China. Tourists, too, have a lot to look forward to since
this all-weather railway line will halve the travel time
between Delhi and Leh to 20 hours. Currently, the ManaliLeh road is closed for almost five months a year due to
snow. The first phase of the survey for this massive

TOURISM
project has been completed and the final location survey, a precursor to actual construction, is scheduled to be
completed by March 2019.
Here are 10 other interesting facts about this proposed engineering marvel:

Indian Railways to hire 4 lakh people in the next
two years
ÙÙ Initial estimates peg the cost of the BilaspurManali-Leh line at Rs 83,360 crore. This is the most
difficult project undertaken by the railways, which
wants it to be declared a national project since the
railway line will help the armed forces as well as lead
to the socio-economic development of the region. The
advantage here is that a major chunk of the project
funding will be borne by the central government.
ÙÙ The project will include 74 tunnels, 124 major
bridges and 396 minor bridges, according to the first
phase of the survey. In fact, 52% of the 465-km length
will pass through tunnels, the longest of which would
be 27 km long. The line will also boast India's first
railway station inside a tunnel - the Keylong railway
station in Himachal Pradesh.
ÙÙ As many as four mountain passes - Rohtang La,
Barlacha La, Lachung La and Taglang La, ranging
between 3,976 mts and 5,360 mts - will be connected
by this line. The highest railway station on this line, and
globally, will be the Taglang La railway station
reportedly at 5,359 mt above sea level.
ÙÙ The Railways plans to use aircraft-like pressurised
coaches in its trains for this line - another first - to
maintain the oxygen levels. This is to ensure that passe
ngers do not face breathing difficulties on board given
the high altitudes covered in the journey. Such coaches
are currently used only in China's Qinghai-Tibet Railway
ÙÙ

World's highest railway line: facts about BilaspurManali-Leh track
World's highest railway station Indian Railways'
ambitious Bilaspur-Manali-Leh line along the IndiaChina border, is touted to be the world's highest rail
track. After its completion Taglang La will become the
highest railway station in the world at a height of 5,359

Line, with its highest point at an altitude of 5,072 mts.
The coaches will also boast heaters since the
temperatures in winter can fall to well below freezing
point.
ÙÙ Last year, the railways proposed to start work on
the 51-km long section between Upshi in Himachal
Pradesh and Phe in Leh immediately. This stretch
boasts a gentler gradient compared to the rest of the
project and is expected to take two years for completion
at an estimated cost of Rs 5,000 crore.
ÙÙ The line, once completed, will connect important
locations between Bilaspur and Leh like Sundernagar,
Mandi, Manali, Keylong, Koksar, Darcha, Karu and other
important towns of Himachal Pradesh and Jammu &
Kashmir en route.
ÙÙ The Indian Railways has reportedly sought help
from the US for satellite imagery to survey the route
and will also use the Lidar method for an understanding
of the geology of the entire route.
ÙÙ When complete, trains on Bilaspur-Manali-Leh line
will run at a speed of 75 kmph. It will reduce the
distance between Delhi to Leh from the present 40
hours to 20 hours.
ÙÙ The other three strategic rail lines are PasighatTezu-Parsuram Kund-Rupai that would stretch for 227
km, North Lakhimpur-Bame (Along)-Silapathar (249
km) and Missamari-Tenga-Tawang (378 km). The
construction of all the four lines is expected to cost
more than Rs 2 lakh crore.
ÙÙ

mt above sea level. Indian Railways is currently busy
building one of the engineering marvels that will soon
connect one of the most remote parts of the country in
the union territory of Jammu and Kashmir with the
mainland.
The national transporter is building the world’s
highest railway bridge over river Chenab that will

Bilaspur Manali Railways
Leh-China Border Longest Line
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Indian Railways building world's
highest rail bridge in Jammu &
Kashmir.
Indian Railways is building the
world’s highest railway bridge
over river Chenab
The railway bridge will be
1.3-kilometer-long in length

connect the Kashmir Valley with the rest of
India. The bridge is being built on the KatraBanihal railway line at village Kauri in the
Reasi district. According to officials the
bridge will be 359 meters above the Chenab
river bed and will also be 30 meters higher
than the iconic Eiffel Tower in Paris, France.
It is the seventh-largest arch-shaped
bridge in the world as there is no support
except on both sides of the river banks, one of the
supporting RCC and steel pillar is 133 meters high. The
arch is being supported by piers and trusses. An
engineering marvel, it will facilitate trade & be a
strategic asset for the Indian armed forces.
Indian Railways is also constructing three big tunnels
of various lengths - T 2 (5.9 kilometres), T 3 (9.369
kilometres) and T 14 (13 kilometres) on the other side
of Chenab river. Chenab bridge By December 2021,
Kashmir will be connected to the rest of the country
through the Indian Railways network as the government
has set a new deadline for completion of the world's
highest railway bridge. The Chenab railway bridge will
be 35 metres taller than the Eiffel Tower in Paris, France!
Soon, Kashmir to be connected by Indian Railways to
the rest of India! By December 2021, Kashmir will be
connected to the rest of the country through the Indian
Railways network as the government has set a new
deadline for completion of the world’s highest railway
bridge – Chenab bridge. The Chenab railway bridge will
be 35 metres taller than the Eiffel Tower in Paris,
France! According to Konkan Railways, it is the most
challenging project in the post-independent history of
the national transporter.

Key Technical Data of the bridge include
ÙÙDeck

height (height above river bed): 359 m
(1,178 ft), (height above river surface): 322 m
(1,056 ft)
ÙÙBridge length: 1,315 m (4,314 ft), including the
650 m (2,130 ft) long viaduct on the northern
side
ÙÙArch span: 467 m (1,532 ft)
ÙÙArch length: 480 m (1,570 ft)
This makes the Chenab Bridge:
ÙÙThe world's highest railway bridge
ÙÙ
T he bridge with the widest span in the
Indian broad gauge railway network
*With Inputs from News papers
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Bilaspur-Manali-Banihal

Aircraft-like Coaches
The Railways plans to use aircraft-like pressurised
coaches in its trains for the line, so that passengers do
not have breathing difficulties on board. Tibetan
Railways, which operates around the same altitude, use
two systems to maintain oxygen levels in its train
coaches. One is through the main controls which main
tains standard oxygen levels and gets switched on at
high altitude areas and the other is through oxygen
ports equipped for each passenger to use when they
feel that they lack oxygen.

To Boost Tourism
This new rail line will not only increase tourism but,
will also help the armed forces. It might prove to be
significant for Ladakh's development as well. Railway
Ministry has proposed for the project to be declared a
national project. Indian Railways is also planning to
host bungee jumping and many other exciting sports
events at the bridge. There will be sightseeing points,
trekking routes, and hotels slated to be constructed in
the area to cater to the tourists in the difficult terrain,

Facts about the Bilaspur-Manali-Leh Rail Line
This route will be connecting all the important land
marks between Bilaspur and Leh which includes Sunder
Nagar, Mandi, Manali, Tandi, Keylong, Koksar, Darcha,
Upshi, and Karu. In total fourteen strategic lines have
been identified, amongst which these four strategic
lines will be taken at the first phase. The Bilaspur-Leh
rail line will be along the Himachal and Jammu-Kashmir
border, whereas the other three lines will run along the
Assam-Arunachal border.With the construction of this
rail line, Leh region in Ladakh will be easily accessible
all-year round as the road connectivity blocks between
the months of October-March due to heavy snowfall. The
Bilaspur-Leh rail line will further connect to Bhanupali
which is a region situated between Anandpur Sahib and
Nangal Dam. The construction of this rail line will be a
huge success in India’s development and for the travelers
who are waiting to explore the enchanting landscapes
of the Leh. The countdown has begun and soon you can
take a rail ride to explore this serene region in Ladakh and
other beautiful regions in Himachal even in December.

CULTURE AND EDUCATION

Higher Education in India : Challenges and Opportunities
Rita Sinha

Ex-Chief Counselor, Rice Infotech Education, Kolkata

I

ndia today boasts of one of the
largest educational infrast
ructures in the world. With a net
work of 789 universities, nearly
forty-eight thousands of colleges and
institutions, including professional
ones, renowned IITs, IIMs, IIITs, ISI,
IISc, we certainly have a huge fu
nctional educational system. No
wonder then, when we come across
news of one Arvinda Krishna joining
the league of his illustrious peers of
Americans of Indian origin, as the
head of IBM, we feel proud and are
happy to attribute this to the high
quality of Indian education.
However, that might well be an
over simplified observation. While it
is true that the likes of Vinod Gupta
(InfoGroup), Satya Nadella (MicroSoft),
Sundar Pichai (Alphabet/Google),
Shantanu Narayen (Adobe), Raguram
Rajan (University of Chicago), Abhijit
Banerjee (Nobel laurete) and Arvind
Krishna (IBM) have not only made
stellar contributions to their respective
organizations and the US society and
economy, it will be equally pertinent
to ask a question, why all these people
have succeeded in the US and not in
India. With an Indian education, they
have made the whole world to sit and
watch them in amazement as they
have opened up new frontiers in the
domain of skills and knowledge. So it
seems that the fault lies somewhere
in the ambience that has been
provided to them in the west and the
same is missing in the home country.
That brings us to the next important
question-how do we come up with
the right ambience for our educated
young that will help them to make a
much greater contribution to the
national society and economy. Here
prioritizing is of great significance. So
far, the stress is on provision of
education to the largest number. For
all agencies, the number of enrolled
students in schools, colleges and
universities is all that matter. While
education needs to be brought to all
and sundry and that is absolutely
imperative, however, one should not
miss out on the important aspect and
that is the quality of education. For it
is this quality alone that has made the

Indian community in the west what it
is today- acclaimed and wanted. It is
this quality again that was talked
about by Barack Obama, the former
US President, eulogizing the mathe
matical skills of Indian students in a
speech to the American people. And
this quality in particular, has helped
in taking Indians abroad to a higher
pedestal as against their counterparts
from China, Brazil, South-east Asia,
Africa and the like. Still, in recent
years one can discern a perceptible
decline in the quality of Indian edu
cation at all levels. That probably has
a lot to do with the limited infrast
ructure at elementary and secondary
level and also with the inadequate
availability of teaching and academic
faculties. Further, the guidelines and
parameters, as per the regulatory
bodies like AICTE and UGC too, have
been ignored.
But the most important factor that
has affected the quality has been the
lack of encouragement to basic and
fundamental sciences and techno
logies. While IITs, IIMs and IIITs and
other institutions of excellence are
regularly churning out applications
and technologies tried out in other
places, seldom we come across of
innovative sciences and technologies,
built, tested, tried in India and applied
worldwide. And that is evident in the
very limited number of *patents that
India can boast of as against smaller
nations like South Korea, Ireland,
Philippines and of course, China. That
is also clear in the filed of software
where India did make a name for
herself. Even there, the newer
technologies like machine learning,
Artificial Intelligence (AI), cloud
computing, Indian companies and
professionals working in India, have
yet to come up with exciting
breakthroughs.
In the field of defence and strategic
technologies, building up of a reliable
prototype of a fighter jet, submarine,
aircraft carrier still takes decades
rather years. In space sciences too, it
is only recently that we have made
credible breakthroughs, comparable
to the best in the world. That is why
we have repeatedly been subject to

external pressures, exerted by foreign
countries, adversely affecting our
national interests.
That brings us to the crux of the
issue. We already have a broader
knowledge infrastructure that needs
to be juxtaposed in line with the
evolving needs of the society and the
nation. We need to put more
emphasis on fundamental research
and promote the quality of higher
education. Scientific seminars and
workshops should become a regular
feature of universities/higher
institutions curriculum. Scholarly
research and publications in
internationally accepted peerreviewed journals need to be
encouraged at all higher educational
institutions. A broader national
framework should have more
parameters involving innovations,
copyrights and patents to judge their
efficacy and productivity.  The IITs
should be attuned to greater
innovations than be a mere seat of
technological applications.
Institutions of national importance
like IIITs, IIMs, IISc, ISI and others
like ISRO, DRDO, BARC, Indian
Railways institutions like RDSO
(Research, Design & Standards
Organisation, Lucknow) and NRTI
(National Rail Transportation
Institute, Vadodara), all should be
provided with tremendous functional
autonomy and clear directions to
focus on innovations, in line with the
needs of the society and the nation.
Since we have seen that Indians have
done remarkably well working with
open, transparent and good
functional systems in the west, the
same can be tried and replicated
certainly in India. So far, we have only
seen and hoped that Indians doing
well abroad could well do the same,
sometime in our country too. But to
turn that hope into a reality, we need
to create proper ambience that could
well turn India into a powerhouse of
knowledge and information in not so
distant future, enriching the lives of
billions of our countrymen.

*India filed for 12,387 patents as against
1.4 million, filed worldwide in 2017.
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C

ome summer, & the people men, women or
young & even children start thinking to visit
towards Hill Stations to have an experience of
Mesmerizing land scapes, Pristine lakes, &
shinning view of Himalayas apart from seeking peace.
Pinch of thrill, if you have love for trekking. India is
home to seven distinct mountain ranges, offers a
remarkable palette of the out-doors.
The Hill Stations in India, are a Retreat in themselves
& are also base for exploring the wilderness of the
Mountains. If we go from the serene glamour of the
Western Ghats to the Sheer magnitude of the
Himalayas, the mountains of India are as legendary as
they are diverse. Tucked within these towering
altitudes are several famous hill stations in India.
To inculcate the spirit of adventure & to expose them
with camps and outdoor life amongst the Railway
employees & their families, Northern Railway Trekking
& Mountaineering Association, since its inception in
1977, has been organizing Trekking Expeditions & other
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Adventure activities such as, white water river rafting,
Rock climbing, Parasailing, paragliding apart from
desert – safaris & Jungle Safaris.
I would like to share three shades of different types
of trekking, which involves thrilling experience on
glacier, walking on glacial lake and crossing of high
passes in different regions of the great Himalayas.
which I did during my tenure as Secretary NRTMA. It is
said that the most stupendous and well known of the
glaciers of Kumaon in Uttrakhand is Pindari Glacier.
Kathgodam is the last Rail Head. For Almora,
Bageshwar to reach at Lohar Khet by road. The 10 km
trek starts from Lohar Khet to Dhakuri Pass (2880 mtr)
is continues uphill climb with a panoramic snowcapped
peaks & the most part of trek is on rocks. On reaching
Dhakuri Pass there is a 2 km decend to reach camp site.
Here sun rise of the lofty peaks present magnificent
view. Dhakuri to Khati village (8 Km) lies at the
confluence of Pindar and Sunder Dunga rivers. From
here one way goes to Sunder Dunga Glacier, Sunder
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Dunga means valley of beautiful stones. Khati to Diwali
(11Km) passes through dense forest along with river
pindar upstream. From Dwali one way goes to Kafni
Glacier which is at the foot of Nanda Kot. From Dwali
(11Km) to Phurkia (height 3260 mtr) is gradual ascend,
along with river Pindar flowing 200 ft below the trek.
The last lap of trek Phurakia to Pindari Glacier is 4 km.
the Pindari Glacier which is 3 km long and .25 km broad
and is connected to South Western slopes of the outer
wall of Nanda Devi Sanctuary. It is thrilling experience
to see a snout of Pindari Glacier while standing at 0
point.
Bhirgu Lake which is the high altitude glacial lake at
the height of 14,100 feet at Kullu district of HP and is
situated between two high altitude ridges, changing
colorus with every season. It is stated that thousands
years ago Maharishi Bhirgu used to mediate near this
Pristine Lake & hence it is named after it, view
surrounding the lake is very attractive and spectacular
consisting panoramic view of Pir Panjal ranges and
Dhauladhar ranges of Himalayas. The trek starts from
Gulaba with a marvelous view of the Himalayan ranges,
lush green open grass lands, forest cover with pine
forest and apple orchards & the glorious views of
mountains on reaching “Rola Kholi” which is advance
base camp of the trek situated at the base of the Brighu
Lake.
One gets to admire the breath taking view of the Deo
Tibba and Hanuman Tibba peaks. Night camping at Rola
Kholi makes the best experience, where the sky lights
up with a million of stars. Heavenly place for
photography hobbyists and lovers of the natural beauty.
This is a moderate trek and there is an alternate route

starting from Manali passing through Vashisht & Pandu
Ropa also, which can also be undertaken.
The Leh – Markha Valley trek is of course a high
altitude trek and a day or two requires acclimatization
at the base camp. The 6 day trek starts from Zingchen
passing through Rumbak village to reach Yurutse and
you come across several stream crossings. From
Yurotse ascend to Ganda La (4900 mtr) a steep climb
and where strong winds awaits you. After crossing the
pass descending to Shingo village and reaching Skiu
where a confluence of the rivers come from Markha and
Shingo. From Skiu to Markha one has to brace for a long
and moderate hike till the charming Markha village.
The place is laced with green fields. From Markha
passing through Thochuntse (4150 mtr), Nimaling
(4700 mtr) in back drop of Cangyatze peak. The highest
pass on the trail is Congamaru La (5150 mtr) which is
steep climb and requires a tough stamina. Before
descending you can see a marvelous sights of NunKun
in the West and Saserkangri to the North, Climbing
down to Sukarmo, we reach Sundo and drive to Leh,
with a memorable experience.
If you want to experience the beauty of Desert,
witness the Mesmerizing beauty of the silver sand
desert in Kutch, on moonlit lights. If you are interested
in skiing then join skiing camp at Gulmarg in J&K and
Auli in Uttrakhand. Skiing is thrilling and exciting
experience for any adventure Enthusiasts, which have
some of the best slops for beginners and intermediate
skiers. By participation not only you Judge your own
potential, you improve yourself confidence & presence
of mind, a sense of environmental & ecological
awareness also.
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Critical communication made easy

Meet the increased demands on safety and operational efficiency within large
public transport systems with the TetraFlex® TETRA radio infrastructure.
TetraFlex® is designed to provide
reliable, fast and disruption-free TETRA
data and voice communication for
mission critical operations.

The easily accessible API enables
seamless integration with other system
environments such as dispatcher
solutions.

Trusted by industry leaders worldwide
TetraFlex® Solutions have been deployed
for a wide range of projects within the
transport and logistics sector, including:

TetraFlex® features a fully distributed
network architecture and is 100% IP
based, giving full flexibility in site and
capacity expansions - even during
operation.

TetraFlex® is available with both indoor
base stations, as well as the IP65
protected and compact outdoor base
stations, providing high flexibility in
installation.

•
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Western Railway
Nagpur Metro
St. Petersburg Citywide Network
Fortescue Metal Group Railway
Almaty Metro

DAMM solutions and support are available in India through our Authorized Partner Consort Digital.

www.consortdigital.com
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